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TODAY'S SITUATION

CASE NOW

STARTED AT

uOES TO THE

CAPITAL

JURY

LOUISIANA

SWEPT
Tl

SPEECH FOR PROSECUTION

Harriman Refused to Talk. Penrose Never Heard of It. Others

Verdict Will Be Either Murder In
Second or Third Degree or
For Acquittal.

Ridiculed It.

BY A

-

SHIP

E

N

YARDS

GARS WERE BLOWN

FERGUSSON MAKES

AT REGENT SWELL DINNER

WAS STRIKERS IN L0-

Many Lives Were Lost and They Are Notified That No
Much Property Destroyed
Further Acts of Violence
in Storm Track.
Will be Tolerated.

Said J5.000.000 Raised by Gregory Page. Himself. Was
Last Witness For
Corporations to Defeat
Defense.
President's Choice.
STORY TOLD IT IS SAID

.

THEIR

FROM

MILITIA IS PRACTICING

TRACKS IN YARDS

FIRE DRILL

IN ARMORY

Insane Asylum Was Wrecked and Two Hundred Strike Breakers
Three Inmates Killed.
on Their Way to Work In
Others Injured.
the Yards.

Aro- -

Alexandria. La., April 5. Several I trsine. Ohio. Anrll S. Ther mf
The Page murder case Is now in
persons were killed and many In-- I ominous
preparations for trouble tn
the hands of the Jury. The attorneys
jured,
and a hundred factories, stores (he ohlp yards' strike.
Company If.
at 11:110
finished their arguments
by
a
dwellings
totally
and
wreeked
Fifth infantry. O. N. Q., has assem
o'clock this morning. Judge Abbott
passed
tornado
at
Alexandria
that
In the armory and the company
used the remaining half hour of the
midnight. The bodies of four persons bled
Is being put through a firing drill by
morning in Instructing the Jurors, and
have been removed from the debris. Captain Oove. The captain has been
at the hour of 12 they repaired to the
Thirteen persons, some fatally Injured notified to be ready to go out
at
Jury room.
have been taken to the hospital.
moment's notice.
Attorney Fergusson began his first
argument at 9:30 o clock this morn
, ,K .,,u,
,
ALAMITY fHOMNl IN
,,i
ing at the opening of court the dere
l,n
fense having rested Its case until
Reports from the surrounding coun
"2V' ""J
fear
Thursday evening. His plea to the
try tell of much property damage and the authorities
s,
expected
on a
200
jurors was based upon the evidence
grow
loss of life. The list of dead Is
of the doctors, who were used as wit
ing and a great many are Injured. special train during the day, shall ardeserves;
nesses.
Most of the physicians had
it
Middleman
is beginning to get
All buildings In the path of the tor rive.
Mayor King made an address to the
testified that Jones' wounds had the
nado were badly damaged. A number
appearance of having been inflicted
He tol.l the
?
I
of pussenger cars In the yards of the "trlkers this morning.
come
do
where
in
by some heavy anil hard instrument.
u
iiu
Iron Mountain railroad were swept nidi ifiai lie niii ivirisiv
Mr. Fergusson urged that the defend
from the tracks and heavy pieces of violence, and that the necessary force
any
to
quell
a
will
be used henceforth
ant must have used some kind of
wreckage were blown entirely through
rioting.
deadly weapon In his assault upon
some coaches.
IIAHHIMAN ABSOLUTELY
Walter Jones, despite the prosecu GRAND JURY RETURNED FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS POLICE OF
Willi NOT TALK OF IT tion's evidence to the contrary. Mr.
NO NTXEKSITY Hilt T1IK
MANY NMiltOKS IlEPOHTEl)
New York. April 5. K. H. Hani
Fergusson recnjled the testimony of
(.OVKKNOIl TO ACT.
AS AMONG THOSE KILLED
man declined absolutely to talk about a physician saying the blows could
Columbus. Ohio, April 6. A riot at
New Orleans, April 6. A special
the report from Washington that tin not have been caused by Page's fist
FAILED
HAVE
TO
yard of
ARE NOW TIED UP
TEX.,
INDICTMENT OF
from Bayou Sara, La., reports seri Loralne because the ship
Standard Oil and associated Interests alone, and urged upon the Jurors the
imported strike-breake- r.
there
ficials
damage
parish
ous
West
Fellclnna
in
to
5,
000,000
had raised a fund of
fact that Dr. Wroth and Dr. Haines,
as a result of the tornado that swept caused the mayor to order the local
prevent the nomination for president w no nan lemiiieo 101 me- ueienrc, iiiiu
this section of the state early today. company of national guards to assem
of any man of Hoosevelt's choosing In not seen this particular case and had
ble at the armory this morning. Ad
Many negroes are reported killed.
IN PRODUCE
STOP GAMBLING
T8
JSOS.
only the evidence of other witnesses
jutant General Crltchfleld was noti
The comment of Frank Q. Harstow, upon which to base their testimony.
ASYI.VM
fied by Capt. A. F. Oove of the situ
INSANE
WltECKEH
story
on
the
physicians
never
He held that as these
Standard Oil director,
KILLED TllltEE INMATES ation and the governor was wired
was as follows: "It Is simply absurd; had seen Walter Jones they were not
Jackson. La., April 6. A tornado that the conditions are grave and
competent to give expert testimony,
that's all I have to say."
through this town this morning that three or four companies should
Walsh Such Claimed to be Financial Mayor Will Take Drastic Ac- swept
Harriman had a talk late yester- In closing, the attorney urged the This Is What Banker
wrecking the state Insane asylum and be called out.
The state official
escape
day with H. H. Hogers, of the Stand- Jurors to not allow the fact to
killing three inmates.
to
over the mat
went
pell
to
Com
Force
conference
Into
tion
In
For
MakAnswer
Must
Condition
Canada
in
connot
re
company.
Ho
their
minds
had
Jones
Its
that
said at
ard Oil
ter. It Is said that It Is not necessary
clusion that the talk was only about ceived his wounds he never would
I for the governor
LAYMEN OF WYOMIXf!
to act, as Ihe taw
Obey His Orders.
Courts at Chicago.
ing Money Scarce.
business matters which were not con- have contracted erysipelas and died
CONFKHKXCH MEET. I gives the local officials ample power
Attorney Dobson, for the defense.
nected in any way with President
layin the matter.
Liestersnire, Pa., April 6. The
made but one address to the Jury. He
Uonsevelt.
men of the Methodist l'.plscopal con
begun his argument at 10:20 o clock
I IIKAIUXU OF COMPIiAINT
holding
meeting
a
are
here
ALABAMA.?
ference
MONTGOMERY.
BANK
WILL REMAIN SO TILL
and had finished nt 11 o clock. Mr, MISAPPROPRIATING
penhose iiai
.
today. , Bishop Luther 11. Wilson, one
senator
AGAINST TltACTION
evidence of theNKVF.lt HEAKB THE STOKY. Dobson recalled theseen
IN
FIGHT
IS
ot the new bishops, will preside at I Norfolk, Va., April 6. Tho state
THE
SAME
FOR
J3.500.000
FUNDS
RIVER
NAVIGATION
OPENS
shortlyPage
I
Philadelphia. Pa., April 5. United bartender who had
iohearing
Is
corporation
composed
commission
the
of
conference
ministers
had been given. This
States Senator Penrose had this to after the blows
and laymen. According to the bl duy Mayor Heed's complain against
as has been given in this
say today about the report that he evidence,
adopted
laws
convention
at
tho
last
the Norfolk and PorUmoutn TraccomHouston, Texas, April 5. A
was to the effect that Page was
Chicago. April G. The federal
Montreal', April f, The great detold nt a dinner, 'he story of a "rich paper,
lay members of the Methodist tion company's local service. Joseph.
an indict- predation In th Urinrket values of mute of business men has been all
unarmed when tin. bartender shvv him Srand Jury today
twenty-one
U. Wlllard, a member of Ihe
Eplscopnl
men's conspiracy" to prevent the pos and
over
church
but a few seconds had Inter ment containing 17G counts against Canadian securities, which has been named to watt upon tho commissionyears of age are rntrtled to nil the
h:m been In Portsmouth lUid
sible election of Roosevelt's choice of venedas between
lopurpos
closing
ers
of
president
Walsh,
of
the
the
R.
time
and
former
when
for
that
John
Tothe
feature of the Montreal and
to himself: "It Is abso he again saw him leaving tho saloon the Chicago National
privileges of the association at its an- has made a personal insitectlon. ot
ii
reliably
pool
rooms.
stated
The
is
bank.
cal
It
past
ronto
exchanges
stock
for
the
meeting, but that churches may the local service, about which th
lutely untrue. I have always been a
Jones was hurt he could not counts charge misapplication of funds three weeks, has, besides a sympa- In municipal circles that tho com- nualsure
they are mayor complains.
The mayor l
supporter of and a believer In Presi- af'er
of representation
have disarmed himself had he at first and credits of the bank, and also al- thetic decline with the New York mission Is heartily In favor of the be
urged
to send delegates, one for each solicitous In this matter, as he wunt
and carried
dent Hoosevelt's administration
weapon.
In
lege
a
betting
lie
move
arena
false
will
made
entries
order
the
and
that
and London markets, been due also
hundred membrs or a majority, A the city to put Its best foot forward
all its policies."
Doctors Wroth and Haines. who his reports to the comptroller of the to the unprecedented stringency of r limed.
rousing meetljig Is expected, as a In the accommodation of passenger
The senator was asked: "Have you yesterday
currency.
witness
afternoon
had
the
will
money
commission's
Tho
attention
throughout
Canadian
the
number of distinguished speakers will hound to or from tho Jamestown
ever heard of a $5,000,00 fund to stand in behalf of the defense, had
Between fifty and sixty transac- banks. Senator Forget, who is inti- also be called to the fact that gam- tuke
part.
position.
prevent President Kooseveli naming Instilled that the wounds of Jones, as tions
In the
Indictment, mately in touch with the financial bling is going on In the heart of the
are
covered
his successor'.'"
they understood them, could have the aggregate sum Involved being situation, said that It Is estimated that city.
Mayor Wee will take drastic
"No, absolutely not."
been produced by the fists, and In his
S3, 600,000. The specific charges (at least the enormous amount of for
action not only at gamblers, but
"Have you ever heard of a combi- argument this morning Attorney Dob- about
nre that sums of money were credited ty millions dollars is tied up In pro with the police force for not executnation termed a 'rich men's conspir son suggested
the blow In the to the personal account of President duce awaiting transportation within ing his recent orders to close gamacy,' to thwart the president in the eye might have that
been struck by Page Walsh as a result of "memorandum the Dominion. It is pointed out that bling.
development of his policies?"
with his list and that the wound on note" transactions; that other sums
sum lying dormant has been of
"Mil, I have never heard of any the head may have been caused by were placed to his personal credit as this
importance to the situation pre- MONTGOMERY AITF.lt THE
such combination and have no knowl the man striking his head against an result of sales of certain bonus to tne little
vailing today on the stock market.
KNIGHTS OF GHEEN I'liOTII.
edge of It."
iron railing when he fell.
money
payments
of
bank;
and
is
that
only natural that thin large
It
Ala.,
April 6. This
"Did you attend a dinner of such
The attorney further Insisted that were made by him
sums credited figure, which has been withheld from cityMontgomery,
Is making a big light on the
character as was mentioned in the the blow was struck while the de- to his account, following transactions the active operations of tho banks,
Washington dispatches?"
fendant was in the heat of passion. In "memorandum notes," and sale of should create a position of some con- - "Knights of the Green Cloth," and
"No, I never attended
a dinner He stated that Page had found Jones bonds.
mXe
w here any such subject was discussed.
within a few minutes after his wife
admit that the funds now in hand are to many of them who camo from
I could not have done so, anyhow, for
had repeated the conversation which
only available
for mercantile pur- - Birmingham that they must get out.
J just came back from u West Indian took place in Jones' room, and that
aAhL"f..-t.r,.f.Jn"Thagitation in Birmingham against
cruise with Secretary
Metcalf and the insult to Mrs. Page was of suffi- PERCY WILSON IS ELECTa
has driven them here, and the
Senator Flint, of California. I ar cient provocation to warrant the asgreater volume of customers' de- - them
purpose
police
send the wave back
Mr.
rived at Philadelphia Tuesday night. sault. In closing his address,
mands and consequently the large to its source. toThe
keeps his
negDuring that Dobson argued that It was Jones'
after a month's trip.
sums usually loaned to brokers on men at the stations chief
watching the
time I did not follow the newspapers lect of his wounds, and not the
ED MAYOR OE
call have necessarily had to be con- trains for any men looking like
or keep In touch with affairs In the wounds of themselves that caused his
tracted. Brokers have been "called" gamblers, and they nre at once told Will Argue Against Commis Of Bribery In Frisco to Return..
death.
I'nited States."
by banks until the latter find It usebut to return at once.
At 11 o'clock, when Mr.
Dobson
Harrlman's Stenographer
sion's Finding and Then
less to make any further demands. not to stop,
gambling places
prominent
THI'STEES OF ALABAMA
up
Fergusson
finished,
Mr.
had
took
The brokers have In so many cases Several
CITY
SILVER
shut their doors, nnd may reINIVEKSITY MEET TOIV the argument again and kept the floor
Is in Court
Will
got to the end of their powers for have
Begin.
Summing up
main closed. Hut the chief doesn't
Mobile, Ala., April 6. A meeting for twenty-fiv- e
minutes. His second
redemption of funds, and propose
Immediate
stop
them,
will
to
with
but
of the trustees of the University of argument was based along the same
bankers are not anxious to force go right on and uproot the whole
Alabama is In session today in Tus lines as the first.
liquidation of stocks at a ruinous business, so that not a gambler will
New York. April 5. It Is learned
San Francisco, April 6. Assistant.
aioos.i.
Its purpose Is receiving the
1 1
it was now 11:30 o'clock and the
As one broker be left In tho town to take In Strang- - from
price concession.
source this IHstrlct Attorney Heney said today
an authoritative
trust of the Medical college of the attorneys heard the court's Instruc- t Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.
cannot get blood out of ers.
slated,
"You
appiy
I rivcrsity
will
not
afternoon that Jerome
that tho grand Jury has under conin tions read. Immediately
of Alabama, located
following
Silver City. April 6. After
a turnip, nnd that is the position we
to the appellate division of the su sideration
more
five
indictments
.Mobile, and the discussion of plans this, tho instructions were read to the
fights in lo- one
the
of
bitterest
respecting
find
of
in
much
ourselves
preme court for a writ of prohibition against high nftlciuUi In connection
lor the Improvements of the univer-i'- y jury and It retired with the case Just
hooks
'
cal politics the people of this
on call." The for out
now
the
funds
,M Mlhl.T
bribery
against the continuance of the Thaw with the Home telephone
IX TKXXF.S.sKf;.
under "Greater University" Idea. at noon. In his instructions
Judge
place has ever known, the "dry" 4 tv millions of dollars tied un In trans- more Indictments-Hgaius- t
The hoard of trustees of the Medical Abbott gave now signs of his impres- 4 candidate for mayor, wins over
Jerome will argue before Jus case and three
Nashville, Tenn., April 5. The trial.
ue quicKiy i I'lriiwii
poi laiiou will
In
high
on
Fitzgerald
against
officials
college of the university recently re- sions of the case. He merely stated
Monday
connection
the
the "wet" one. The successful
when navigation opens, and will be parents of school children are much tice
signed In order that the Medical col- the law In such cases and the nature
of the report of the com
with the affairs of the rival company.
candidate Is Percy Wilson, an
available for general purposes; con- interested in a bill before the legis- confirmationlunacy.
lege could become more closely Iden- of verdicts thHt may be
At
conclusion
in
mission
the
In
allowing
general
attorney at law, and the defeat- rendered.
lature
trade
are
on this.
ielylng
sequently
bankers
tified with the university proper, of These were murder in the second deThe bill amends the of this argument the summing up i.i STENOGItAPIIEK raVEN
ed candidate is F. J. Hose, the
and look hopefully forward to a great school books.
which it is a part. When the trustees gree, murder in the third degree or
proprietor of a saloon.
4 change for the better In the Immedi- Tennessee law so that any merchant the case will probably proceed.
ltIL FOK S!0fl,MO.
of the university assume the active acquit tal. The Jury was given three 4
may
April 6. Frank
New York.
buy or sell text books that nre
Never before had such acute 4
future. Another gentleman who
guardianship of the Medical college, verdict blanks and will return one of 4 feeling been infused In a munlci- - 4 ate
by
AM)
Hill,
state
stenographer
adopted
authorities.
It
the
former
lU'KALEN
for HarriSOI.IHKHS
Is in close touch with financial Can
ii will result in bringing into closer the three results named.
CLASH IN 11 HA. man, who was arrested yesterday un
4 pal election of Silver City. Once 4 ada, is of the opinion that the local prescribes that the contractor shall
relationship the two portions of the
No witnesses were examined in the 4 before in the case of the sheriff's 4 stringency has been due largely to oeiiver to any mercnant any auopteu
Havana, April fj. Trouble Is re- the charge of selling the now famous
institution of learning.
Page murder case this morning. Dr. 4 office of flrant county, however, 4 the heavy amount of money sent by school book that may be contracted ported between the ruralcs and en Sidney Webster letter tu a newspaper,
Wroth finished Ills testimony Thursday 4 the people of the city declared 4 traders to New York to meet their for. It Is made a misdemeanor to
listed men of the Eleventh cavalry was arraigned In the police court toKILLl.H IIEHSELP I.IKE
temperance. 4"
afternoon, and the defendant In the 4 themselves
for
Then, nenln. the lomr and fuse to deliver the books or o ship In the disreputable district of the city day, charged with violation of the
KO.
NOEL III
case. Gregory Page, also gave his tes- 4 Farmsworth was believed to be 4 severe winter h;is caused a ifeneral'i and supply them as ordered.
This of Pinar del Hlo.
The rurales were penal code.
Alexa.u'.er Miller, secPhiladelphia. April 6. With no timony before adjournment was taken
in
of saloons and the peo- - 4 and continuous blockade on all lines w'U make a great difference In the armed with machetes, while the sol retary of the I'nlon Pacific, and Gor.ther apiNtrent purpose than to emu- 'yesterday. It was not known, how- 44 pie favor
trade,
book
the, "chool
voted him down.
4 ot transportation
throughout
diers had no weapons. It is said that don M. Buck, counsel for Ihe Harrilate a character in a novel which she ever, but that another witness for the 4
In previous city elections but 4 country, and s a consequence nianu- Ihree American officers aided the en man Interests, appeared to prosecute
was reading. Miss l.ena, Marco, 17 defense would be Introduced
until 4 one ticket was In the field and 4 facturers and producers were unable MIII'IAKY ATHI.FTIC
listed men, using their swords, and the charge.
Hilll was held In tll-U'l- 'i.
years old, of llf,6 South Fifteenth court convened this morning, when 4 within a short time previous to 4 to deliver their goods and obtain pay- OPF.XS. one of the rurales was wounded In
TOl'HNAMF.XT
Monday-for exau. inatlon next
killed herself last night by Attorney Hohsou stated that he had 4 the time for the election, which 4 ment.
.
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 6. The Ihe hand.
Hail was fnrn'sheil.
swallowing carbolic acid.
finished the case for the defense.
4 has just pant. It was thought 4
military athletic tournament which
While little credibility attaches to
She had written on a My leaf of the
Page's testimony yesterday after- 4 that the same ruloin would pre- - 4
has heretofore been held In the Madi- the report, It Is true that exceedingly JAPAN WANTS EMIISSY AT
i:x MiM".i:sIX
novel the words: "Sick anil tired of noon. Just before the adjournment,
4 vail ngaln. but when a sllmly at- - 4 stati:TKACHF.KS
(iarden,
will
be
son
in
Square
held
feeling exists between the sol
MISSISSIPPI.
bad
THE CAPITAL OF TlilKKV.
Good-byelife
was to the effect that he found Jones 4 tended primary selected a saloon 4
April 6. Prof. H. the thirteenth regiment armory, this diers and rurales at Pinar del Hlo,
Ioiidon, April u. Japan has oien-e- d
It is. believed Miss Marco killed in the saloon just after his wife had 4 man for the candidate for mayor. 4 I,. Jackson, Miss.,
tonight
year,
and tomorrow and a serious clash is expected.
city this
superintendent
of
Mate
Whitfield.
negotiations
with Turkey, acotird-In- g
herself while brooding over the told him what he, Jones, had said to 4 the opposing element
showe.d 4
It will consist solely of athHuring the past few days there
has commenced the spring night. sports
to a special dispatch from Controubles of one of the heroes of the her. He went up to Jones and asked 4 Itself as in the case of Farms- - 4 education,
year.
this
letic
county
by
teachers
of
have been many rumors of difficulties. stantinople, with a view to establishA card used us a book mark him if he was the man.
novel
Jones re- 4 worth, by calling a mass meet- - 4 examinations
of examiners in the seventy-seve- n
There is no doubt about some bar ing embassies of the two countries at
was found indicating that the girl had plied that he was, and It was then 4 Ing and nominating Percy Wll- - 4 boards counties
NF.W YOltk
PICOPOSAI.K
FOIt
exstate.
of
The
the
squabbles having occurred.
room
th respective capitals of the counA K,n ii i
I, ,1 ,1 :i I ,
Thfcn rams a a
been reading a chapter in which the that Puge assaulted him. The defendSTATU IIONDS KF( 1
commences today for white
l.
tries. Hussia, it is stated, raised ob&.
Y.,
hero grows despondent and threatens ant denied that he used any Instru- 4 hot campaign, the spirit of which 4 amination
April
Proposals
Albany,
N.
tomorrow.
will
continue
teachers, and
jections, but Japan Insisted that sho
WlM'ltl lt LAI ICIEIC
to kill himself because his character ment or weapon In his assault other 4 Is seldom seen in the smaller 4 For colored teachers the examinafor 15.000,000 bonds of the state of SIB AT
COMMAL CON I'EltENt I Is entitled to the same representation
4 towns, on election day It rained 4 tions are for Friday and Saturday, New York, at three per cent, fur the
has been defamed.
than his naked lists.
oitowa, "nt.. April 6. Sir Wilfred on the Itosphorus as are Ule other
4 but the temperanre people were 4 April 12 and 13. For white teachers canal, have been received today by
Turkey is the ouly
lKIAUTMFXT
Controller F. Glynn. No bids l.unrler und Sir Frederick Borden are gieat powers.
4 not afraid of the wet and flocked 4
heath WillU'K OF ItKlRMi;, I M r ICIOHIIAM.KS
and Saturday, April 1 and Slate
prominent power III which Japan la
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Iondoii
attendance
of
SOMi: ItM.lt II S 4 to the poles in such numbers as 4 (Friday
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Friday
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20.
teachers.
colored
For
,
not represented by accredited legaApril L. It is now known
4 to elect their candidate by the 4 Saturday, April : and 27. The state Is expected that there will be ample nial conference, which assembled totions.
4 derision vote or 60 to
that the receipts from death duties
4 board of examiners, composed of Pro- bids for the placing of the bonds, day. Several Important social funcduring the fiscal year Just ended beat
candi- - 4 cessor (ieorge 1. Hurst, Professor i. but If not they will be taken over for tions have been arranged In honor of
The other successful
4
Special to The
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ill previous records.
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4 dates were for the council W. 4 Iff. Huddleston. and Professor K. I the canal und good roads sinking the colonial visitors. Mr. Balfour will TOOM
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of George
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Santa
he heard at a dinner any state- tl" and costs. For some
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Vew York. Anrll 5. The fstnlne the passage of the Watson bill in
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Washington.
l.oeb today declared that no names
were mentioned at the white house
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to Home" public man who had been
present at a dinner and had told the
story of an alleged combination to
accomplish tne ueteat 01 me president's policies In the coming presidential campaign.
The dinner was of comparatively
Ioeb said today
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PAGE TWO.
company will now devote practically
Ills entire energies to the dcvplopmpnt
of the Sunset group, except however,
Hint tlir company will continue with-Im- it
Interruption the very successful
'operations now being conducted on Its
Drlmonleo (fold property lit Cripple
Creek. Colo., where new and rich
strikes of high grade ore are being
licported ulrnoft dally.
Idaho City, Idaho: The MeKlnley
fluid Mines company Is now making
i apld progress in the development of
lis mineralized property on Jupiter
mountain, where high values in gold
have been demonstrated by extensive
prospect work. A large .tunnel bore
l.
to be started at once which is expected to penetrate at least five large
vrlns at depth. The company's mill
Is to be located at the tunnel portal,
will
rnd the system of ore .handling
be largely employed. This company
Is being hacked by a number of Kansas City business men; and the Initial
sale of treasury stock Is said to have
met with phenomenal success, owing
tu the fine showings of the property
and the Increasing popularity of
southern Idaho and the Jiolse Hasln
lit. an investment field.
Copper mining
Present!, Ariz.;
Interests In the southwest have been
little effected by the recent financial
Hurry; and all the mining camps nre
reporting unabated activity. Tho fact
that German buyers are In the market for copper and nre paying as high
as 26 cents per pound for July de
liveries is only a snmplc of the many
encouraging conditions now stimulat
to rxprt
ing the copper producers
themselves to their limit. A number
reportnow
ot splendid properties are
ed as upon the very verge of the
production stage, probably the most
notable of these being the Mansfield
In Santa Cruz county. The financing
of this company has just been brought
to a successful completion, and
heavy production Is the unanimous
prediction of nil mining men familiar
with the geology of the district.
The gold production of Alaska Is
likely to be enormously increased by
dredging operations soon to be be
gun In the Yukon territory.
The
iigilvle Gold Dredging company has
recently secured
extensive leases
along the Stewart river, where high
values in cold have been proven in
the placer lields. This company has
already operated a dredge on tne
river for several seasons, obtaining
high values to a depth of many feet
In the gravels.
There is more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until tho last few years
was supposeu to be incurable.
For a
great ninny years doctors pronounced It
a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling to cure
with local treatment, pronounced Incurable. Science has proven catarrh to
be a constitutional disease and therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Sc.Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney
Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It
Is taken Internally In doses from 10
drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case It falls to cure. Bend for
Address:
circulars and testimonials.
r . J. CHENEY & C
j
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BIO THINGS ARE

PLANNED IN
COLORADO
Mining in That State Not Only
Holds Its Own But Is Ad-

vancing in Great Strides.

vij

ARIZONA'S OUTPUT GROWS
IN COPPER,

J

SILVER, GOLD

Alaska's Gold Yield Will Be
creased Enormously by Dredg-

In-

ing Yukon Placers.
Hreckeniidge. Colo.:
The bluest
mining undertaking In thin district
by the Wellington
Mines company, which is the heaviest
producer of the field. Its ore shaft,
ulready of Rood depth, is to be overhauled at once and continued to a
point In excess of 1,000 feet below the
ptx of the mountain. The operation
is designed to open ami develop the
magnificent system of shoots exposed
for long distances on upper levels.
In addition to the large z!nc and lead
bodies opened above it will pierce the
Hold veins exploited at the surface
and at depth. That the gold bodies
are rich is evidenced by the quality
ot the metal being removed by the
dredges nearby, the value of their
product ranging from $100,000 to
200,000 to the season. The fortunes
In gold that await the Wellington at
the depth to which It will soon reach
Is Indicated by conditions In mines
cast in the same range, where bodies
vaiying in width from 50 to 200 feet
have been cut at n. depth of 1,800 to
2.225 feet. It has been estimated that
the gold, lead and zinc made available In one of these mines, the Capital Prize, equals the value of metal
taken from till mines of tho district.
In the course of its explorations at
great depth the Wellington proposes
bodies,
to develop seven zinc-lea- d
opened nenrer the surface, and two
known gold veins. Kven greater possibilities exist In Its blind lodes, the
kind that do not appear at the surface but that are often wider and
contain richer ore than the shoots
that rear their heads above.

has teen ordered

Cripple Creek. Colo.: Incalculable
benefit Is certain to accrue to the
on Hull hill and Uattle mountain as a result of the intermediate
drainage tunnel recently started for
the purpose of draining that section
of the camp. Pending the completion of the tunnel, several of the
larger mines have entered Into a
pumping agreement which will greatly facilitate the handling of water in
the lower levels. The various properties of the Stratton estate are now
In splendid condition for large production. The Deadwood group has
already yielded over II, US, 000. New
Mrlkes recently reported In the Find-le- y
and Vindicator have attracted
wide attention. In the Delinontco It
now
Is
demonstrated that there are
ore bodies, both of
two distinct
g
to
great richness; and
level Is to be underthe 1.000-fotaken immediately.

jrines

shaft-sinkin-

ot

(Vntrul City. Colo.:
In reporting
upon the Hampton gold mine in Run-sgulch near this place, X. C.
ways:
engineer,
Hughes, mining
development and
With additional
Improvements, and figuring upon the
same basis of values that past development has shown, the property
throughout its workable area would
show a production of 14,760.927 and
any increase in values would materially increase the above figures."
This Is merely a sample of the values
which are making Gilpin county famous as a gold producing section. The
oies In the Hampton as recently testshowed average
ed for shipment
values of $25.83 per ton. The smelting ores In the Hampton contain a
very high percentage of iron and
copper and are In good demand for
fluxing purposes.
el

Jerome, Aril.: (Strong indications
of high grade copper ore are now
being encountered
with increasing
frequency in the Verde Grande mine
adjoining the I'nited Verde.
Wlnkelman, Ariz.:
Each new report from the mining cams of this
district goes to confirm the judgment
of the eastern capitalists who have
lecently been investing largo sums in
the development of lMnul county
nines. The splendid natural advan
tages of .the district in the way of
timber, fuel und water have long
been well known. The high grade
silver deposits of the district have
been worked since the early days
but it has remained for the most re
and operators to
cent prospectors
demonstrate the enormous gold and
A
copper resources of the region.
in. table instance of this fact is the
rapid succession of rich strikes reported almost weekly at tile Two
tjueens mine. The company Is now
cutting a working station In the tun
nel for the purpose of going down an
other 100 feet on the rich
vein lately penetrated by the tunnel.
The average of the assays from this
vein showed values of $27. DO to the
ton. $14 of which was In copper, the
remainder being gold und silver
There is no question among experienced mining men but that Pinal
county's future will be built largely
upon her copper resources.
Prescolt, Ariz.:
One of the most
important deals recently coiisuiniUcd
in the Copper creek mining district
If the requisition by the Consolidated
Copper Creek Mining company of a
controlling interest in the sunset
group of claims directly adjoining the
holdings of the famous itosullu prop
i liy upon the south.
Traceable over
Hie Sun.set group for ti distance or 1
iiiii feet is a schist belt varying from
4o to lou feet ill width, which tinally
unites with a large quartz ledge and
of carrying
bows every indication
high value in copper. The geological
tin mallon of the Sunct group is practically the same a that from which
the lioralle tompany Is obtaining its
enormous profits. The Consolidated

Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa
tion.

SELEE HANDS

CORHAN

Manager Frank Selee of the Pueblo
Steelworkers hnnds Koy Corhan the
following bunch of hot nlr over the
telephone to the Denver News:
the chances look exceptionally
bright for a very fast team In Pueblo,"
said Selee over the wire. "Our Infield
is made up of speedy
and ready
youngsters, and our outfield speaks for
itself, with McUilvray on first, Bauer
at second, Corhan at short and Ryan
at third we would have the youngest
and probably the speediest infield In
the Western circuit. One thing is
certain, and that is, Corhan will play
short. He will be the find of the season.
I picked him up at the Albuquerque fair last fall, and there Is nc
mistaking his natural ability,"
Cured of Rheumatism.
Mr. Wm. Henry of Chattnnooea.
Tenn., had rheumatism In his left
arm. "The strength seemed to have
gone out of the muscles so that n
was useless for work," he says. "I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
wrapped the arm In flannel at night.
and to my relief I found that the pain
gradually leit me and the strength
returned. In three weeks the rheumatism had disappeared and has not
since returned."
If troubled with
rheumatism try a few applications of
Pain Balm. You are certain to be
pleased with the relief which It affords. For sale by all druggists.
o
Is having a
Oscar Hammersteln
row with a tenor who Is too fat for
grand opera purposes, but It must
be remembered that the Hon. Bill
Taft is not In grand opera and that
he s no tenor singer, either.

FIGHTS TO SAVE

AMERICA'S

SS
and Labors of Glfford
Plnchot. Forester. Chief of
Federal Forest Service,

Life

HAS

MODEL

BUREAU

AMERICAN

OF

GOVERNMENT

Has Been Phenomlnal
Prospects for the Future
Are Fabulous.

Success

The management of a vast estate
valued at a billion and a half dollars is a task that falls to few men.
(me can count upon the fingers of
one hand the world's grent captains
of industry who have shouldered and
borne to success similar responsibilities.
Their names nre blazoned as
the kings of finance and the princes
of the new regime of militant InBy the Wall street and
dustrialism.
counting house standard
of ethics
they are heroes and prophets. This
significant adulation
brings out In
sharper contrast, In more vivid perspective, the brilliant results accomplished in a few brief years of hard
hut unostentatious labor by Glfford
Plnchot, forester, chief of the forest
service of tho federal department of
agriculture; founder of scientific and
practical forestry In the United States
and, according to the testimony of
Senator Beverldge nnd congressional
Investigators, the creator
of the
model bureau In administrative efficiency of the entire government service the bureau which it is the desire of President
Boosevelt shall
serve as the example nnd Inspiration
for reform in methods throughout
the federal departments.
A man whose career-ledgcan
show a credit balance of such proportions, not only revolutlonibes the
popular conception of the public official genus, but also furnishes a human document that Is in Itself a
striking Interest.
Tho Incisive personality that can hew its way to success through the paralyzing inertia of
government red tape and Inltatlve-destroyln- g
precedent
could easily
have carved for Itself a brilliant career in private enterprise nnd captured the alluring pries of that fascinating strife.
Chose? Career of Hani Work.
In fact, the path of least resistance
for young Plnchot when he made his
deliberate choice of a career of hard
work and high Ideals during his last
year at Yale, was a business life.
He was urged to it by his grandfather, a man of great wealth and many
large business enterprises,
and in
other ways the path was cleared for
steps
easy
him nnd the
to sucmade
cess.
With independent means of
his own and a social position that
left nothing to be desired, there was
presented also the opportunity of a
life of idleness and pleasure, varied
with the intermittent enthusiasms of
the dilettante.
But such a life had
no attractions to the young student,
nor did a business career appeal to
him.
Intensely democratic
in his
tastes and opinions, the most popular man In his class, which showered
honors upon him in recognition of
unsought leadership, he was dominated with the idea of
civic duty, an ideal which until the
present time has received scanty
recognition in the national consciousness, save In times of the country's peril and stress.
It was under such conditions that
he made his choice of forestry as a
life career, recognizing that the scientific application of its principles was
rapidly becoming a vital national
necessity. Tho criminal waste of the
country's great forest resources, the
crude methods of lumbering fostered
oy avarice and fraud that have reduced vast areas to desert land, have
cost the country untold millions and
constitute a disgraceful chapter in
the nation's history. It in now an old
story. But the old methods die hard,
and that the pocket nerve of the
lumber barons is still active is shown
by continued bitter assaults upon the
forest conservation policies of the
government.
Following his graduation
from
er

Think of the enormously
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difficult
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task of having every

of Cascarets of the
many millions of tablets sent
out to the world the same as
every other tablet, equally
as dainty, sweet, palatable
and equally effective as a
medicine.

OF

Means Excellence of the

Preparation.

Think o. nearly ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS of b,xes of
Cascarets sold in the last eleven years, all on the pure merit of
this wonderful preparation, and every tablet of nearly a BILLION
TABLETS having exactly the same Purity, Quality and Medicinal Merit as the rest of them. It is the PURITY OF PROCESS that made this seeming miracle possible purity in tl:e
sense of exactness, nicety, care and selection.
.
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Vhen, in 1896, Cascarets were first

treated, the purpose of its

m.-.k--

was to make the best Bowel Remedy ever designed and compounded. The
preparation was to be pure and harmless, made by PURE PROCESSUS,
and sold under a pure promise that it would accomplish alwayj what wsj
claimed, with the alternative of a guaranty or money refunded.
The grateful recommendation of hundreds of thousands of pleusrJ
matrons who found Cascarets to be TRUE and dependable was by far t'.'.c
jrtatest element in the promotion of their success.
Now that the PURE FOOD AND DRUG ACT has gone into ciTcct,
vc cannot refrain from welcoming it for the benefit of the people, ani at
the same time from claiming that we adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUOi
Act in 1856, and by steadfast adherence to the principles then set to su;..'o
us, have convinced the world of the power of purity and truth as exemplified by Cascarets, a pure, honest, harmless, reliable article for the p;
and alleviation of all diseases of the stomach and bowels.

V.tat stronjer argument than the favor of millions of satisfied friends,
cf whom hundreds of thousands have been relieved of great sufferings, tan
be ollercd to him or her who has not tried Cascarets when in trouble? Ti.c
slightest attack of irregularity, costiveness, colic, headache, flatu'eni , a.l
the sijrns of impending CONSTIPATION should be heeded as a wan. ins,
Oiv
immediate recourse be taken to that great preventive of disease, Ca
jrt is.

The specific purpose rf Cascarets is not alone as a treatment for :h'.
:nrc of Constipation, bu', evtn more so, to ktep the entire
t!r-l
iVctrry '.. z 11 dr;efie t;trr.is Lcfore they can form n 1.
.';u
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inicuiiou;:
Mart their
activity.
food-cana-
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Thoge w ' 'j i.jve never tvieJ Cnrca-etas an imrr.co'.Ve laxative, a
cath.uiic, ;: .c:::ive preventive ar.d the best
FAMILY
MDICJNL, shcu'.cl to to their own drugfist TODAY and buy a little
lOo. box
not too risky an investment. They v.'ill be convinced and
added to jur millions of friends. Be sure you get the kind you ask for
Casc&reU, the only origir.al, fcuiulr.e, c.try tablet marked "C C C."
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EVENING

Yale In 1889, Mr. Plnchot spent several years in the study of forestry
In Germany and other parts of
Upturning lo the United States
he began the first practical nnd systematic forest work in the United
State at Blltmore, the great Vander-bl- lt
property near Ashevlllp, N. C,
In 18112.
In Julv. 18H8, he became
a member of the national forestry
commission and later was made chief
of the federal division of forestry,
now tho forest service.
Has Whilst.,,! Powerful A smiths.
From modest beginning the service has grown to enormous proportions, due to no small extent to Mr.
Plnchnt's unflagging zeal nnd untiring efforts and enthusiasm.
It has
withstood the assaults of some of the.
most powerful financial Interests of
the United States und has come out
victorious from the combat. In the
beginning n wan the target of sneers
and Jeers. Today the service commands the respect and has won the
support of the grent majority of the
people or the country. It is acknowledged as the only solution of one of
the nation's vital problems.
Such a victory against enormous
odds makes the personality of the one
who led the fight a national asset
as a new type of public servant. It
shows that there is a foothold for ambition In the federal service and a
chance for a career that is not based
on nnd rooted in political activity.
Many of Mr. Plnchnt's friends attribute his success to his strong and
dominating
democratic
tendencies.
Morn to the society purple, his natural
inclinations
early
shattered the
shackles of caste. At Yale his Intimate nsociates were not among the
exclusive wealthy set to which his
own position gave him entree, but he
picked his friends for their innate
qualities. He had an Insatiate curiosity to know men, and his Judgments were quick and accurate. To
this ability Is due lo no small extent
his success In picking thp right man
for the right place unci It has made
the forestry service the model for
esprit ile corps and efficiency among
the bureaus of the federal govrn-men- t.
It Is a common comment that social functions at Mr. Plnchot's residence in Washington are sui generis.
There the Branhmin and the society
"cave dweller" rub elbows with men
and women often guiltless of conventional evening dress, but who have
won distinction and recognition by
qualities of head and heart and are
counted by Mr. Plnchot as his friends.
His Repugnance to Luxury.
His repugnance to mere luxury and
vain display of wealth in the competition of idle extravagance Is deep
spated. It Is a typical trait of the
man and is explanatory of his democracy. His moral fiber revolts at
the inequality of opportunities and
enjoyments that modern social conditions create.
Recently, in company
with an intimate friend, In connection with a matter of business, he
called at one of the great hotels patronized by millionaires. It was Just
after dinner, and the marble and
gold corridors were filled with guests
lolling In chairs or strolling about for
the digestion hour. The very atmosphere was saturated with the glow
of boastful wealth, the triumph of
the braggart dollar. Fortunes In jewels blazed from the bossoms of women in gorgeous gowns, and the very
attitude of the smugly complacent
men voiced the pretensions of social
superiority.
As Mr. Plnchot passed
down the long corridor he said to
his friend:
"A sight like this makes me almost
a socialist. Look at these well-fepeople, so
They think that they are superior to
the rest of mankind, because they are
able to pay a big price for their dinner."
Like nil ambitious men. who
connte, In nililkuan...i M .. 1)1 have.
has the rare secret of complete self-- J
sacrifice to his work. His entire life
Is ordered around the pole-stof
forestry, and itll other Interests, even
his
friends and recreations, are
subordinated sometimes to the point
of elimination.
An ardent
sportsman, he has hunted nnd fished, in
former days, from Maine to Florida
and from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
but he has little time for the sport
now, unless it serves as a medium to
bring him in touch with and enables
him to convert
d
some
w i sterner In need of light.
The lure
of good hooks, the fascinations
of
yachting, the pleasures of travel, all
are put aside and sacrificed to a
clear-cu- t,
stern conviction of public
duty.
Would I'uy the National Debt.
Such In broad outline is the man
who controls, under the government,
a vast forest state, which under his
management and largely by his intla-t'v- e
has grown to a valuation of a
billion and a half dollars.
Turned
Into cash the conserved forest resources of the country would pay the
national debt and leave a fat surplus
In the treasury.
Its valuation Is far
In excess of the total circulation of
gold and sliver In the United States
and about equals the exports of merchandise. It is exceeded in valuation
by only four states of tho union, New
Yoik, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts,
In a recent Interview, Mr.
und Ohio.
Plnchot declared that the estimated
value of the production of timber and
forage and the maintenance of stream
How through the use, protection and
improvement of the national forests
!; the forest service is, at least,
a year, or about two per cent
upon the total valuation, which i
Increasing under conservation policies
at the rate of 10 per cent a year.
Hut Hie conservation of the nation's
forests Is not the only work of the
forest service. Perhaps of even greater national importance is propaganda
for
with the forest service of the private forest owners of
he country.
This constitutes
the
service of a vast educational institution of the utmost value In the economy of the nation. The results In the
few shwrt years of the campaign have
been very satisfactory.
Says Mr. lin-chEu-rop- p.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BATH

PERSONAL PROPERTY T.OANS.
one
WAXTKIl
snort order
Apply to P. W. Yunker.
cook.
Socorro, N. M.
WANTICI)
Salesman and collector. On
Furniture,
Pianos, Organ.
ciood proposition for right man. HSrses, Wagons and other Chattelsj
218 H South Second street.
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOUS- E
WANTED A girl for general house
RECEIPTS, as low as
work, small family. Miss Arnold, and as high
as $200. Loana are
14 west
avenue
WANTED.

SUPPLIES
and
Toilet Accessories

At once,

MONEY to LOAN

t'opper

quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
your
Ooods remain in
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing'.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parta of the world-Room-s
I and 4, Grant Bldg.
116 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

tit

lltilli Itnislies,
Soups,
Null
llruslics, Manicure
Scissors,
Corn Plasters,
t'orn Flics,
Shampoo
llnlr Tonics,
Talnim Powders. Toilet Waters
i:tc, i :tc.

WANTED More work for u flrst-clnhand laundry. Lace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
vin went i ijpras avenue. (Colored.)
WANTED Ladles wanting
stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Miss Crane, 512
North
Second
street. Prices low.
Also apprentices wanted.
'Phone 944.
WANTKD
At once, one male cook,
two female cooks,
chambermaids
and waitresses. Cnlburn's Employment Agency.
109 West
Silver
a venue.

Let us Supply You

WANTKD

ss

Cn-nni-

o

(jentlemarrs

second-han- d

MONEY

clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
HEN T.
We have about $3,000 to loan In
Foil KENT Furnished rooms and sum? t; $,oo or less on
real estate
tents. 413 South Broadway,
u 8 per cent.
FOH KENT Pleasant,
us.
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.

TO

LOAN

Fll

set-mil,-

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental
ICallrcMiil

life Ituilcllng. for.
Ave. nml llromlway.

while, ruin would have been wrought.
A Omit Industry Kit veil.

That the whole situation has been
profoundly altered, that a great Industry has been saved from ruin that

would have affected the cost of living of every man, woman, and child
in the United States, is due to the
work of Mr. Pinchot and the forest
service. With Its offer of practical
assistance to forest owners In 1898
tho field of federal effort In saving
the forests was shifted from the desk
of the woods themselves.
The lumberman was met on his own ground,
and uncertain speculations were converted Into business propositions a.".d
untried theories fashioned into practical rules. The result has been that
many of the best known lumbermen
of the country have become enthusiastic supporters of the policies of the
service nnd a sound national sentiment has been created. States have
been led to enact wise laws and the
great and varied Interests dependent
upon the products of the forest have
awakened to tho urgent need of making wise provision for the future.
When the revolution in forestry
methods began in 1898, the division
of forestry, us It was then called, employed eleven persons, of whom six
filled clerical or other subordinate
positions, and five belonged to the
scientific staff. The division possessed no field equipment, and practically all of its efforts were consumed In
office work. According to the report
of the secrelnry of agriculture, the
employes of the forest service num- bred 821, of whom 153 were professional trained foresters. Field work
was being conducted in twenty-seve- n
over 900,000
slates and territories,
acres of private forest were under
management commended by the service, and applications were on file
for advice from owners contemplating scientific management of two million acres more. A total of 62,000
letters were sent from the service offices, principally In response to re
quests for information upon forestry
matters. Such a record is in itself a
monument to the industry and
ability of Mr. Pinchot and
his associates in the salvage of one
of the nation's greatest industries.
So much for the past and present.
The promise of the future Is a glowing tribute to the founder of the
practical science of American forestry. Looking fifty yearslnto the future, this is what Mr. Plnchot sees
for the nation as the result of half a
century's application of forestry conservation policies:
Will Ih
"In fifty years, all the forest reserves will be more than
The ten per cent from their
revenues will pay a very large proportion of the taxes of the counties in
which they lie; in some cases all of
their expenses would thus be met,
except for the provision which forbids giving them more than 40 per
cent of the total revenue from all
other sources. Streams will be steadier than they are now, unci will Irrigate more land; the range in the
forest will support flocks und herds as
at present; lire will be unknown, and
the forests will be the great recreation
grounds for all the people. Kvery
one will believe in them and will
support the policy which maintains
them, and all the principal industries of the western countries will be
drawing their supplies of wood directly from the forest reserves and from
nowhere else.
"In other purts of the country
where there are no national forests,
private owners will understand forestry theoretically
and practically.
Forests will be preserved on the land
valuable for no other purpose, and
such forests will be among the most
highly prized possessions of the own-
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Oil

SALE..

big'wTwllf be
fresh soon.- See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE Party will sacrllice type
writer, good as new.
Addres3
Typewriter, care Citizen office,
FiiK SALE Thoroughbred
Jersey
bull, coming four. Addrpsa or In
quire of J. C. Hemenderfer, (j miles
scium or j louquorque.
rc'u
ni'..i rurnisneci or not v one
of the nicest and shadiest
residences in the city, near
city park, targe barn. Call at room
11, Grant block. P. F. McCanna.
you
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
will find fine home made bread. 6c
loaf;
a
doughnuts,
pies baked
beans, soup und other good things
strictly home made.
Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, nos South Arno St.
r'OK
SALE
The Claude Guard
property on Mountain road, first
house we- -t of acequia, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or ot 300 North Proadway.
FOR'sYLE-Tgoo-

,

PORTERFIELD CO.
216 West Gold Are.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

two-stor-

We Want

One first class
at once.

ratchet setter
Stonemastons, $4 per day
Bench Men, $3.50 per day
10 Miners, $2.60 to $3 per day.
Haker, $16 to $18 per week
Teamsters, $2.25 per day.
Solicitors, on commission.
Canvassers, on commission.
Girls for housework.
Short order cook at once.
SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
2
2

LOST.
Pocket memorandum
book,
with name J. T. Harger on front
page. $1 reward for return to The
Citizen office.
Gentle ami Effective.
LAWYERS.
A well
known Manitoba editor
writes: "As an Inslilp worker T n,l
Ira M. Bond.
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
AT T.w
o.
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of N. ATTORNEY
W., Washington, D. C. ' Pensions!
biliousness natural to sedentary life,
paieuta,
their action hplnir penile nml offActlv
copyrights,
caveats,
clearing the digestive tract and the letter patents, trade marks, claims.
nean.
.trice, 23 cents. samples
11. V. n n.,...
free. All druggists.
ATTORNEY AT T.Aw 'aik,,
que, N. M. Office,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
First National
Department of the Interior, Land Jjaim ounuing.
Ofllce ut Santa Fe, N. M., March 26,
E. W. Dobson.
1907.
ATTORNEY
LAW.
Office.
Notice is hereby given that Georgo Cromwell block. AT
Albuquerque. N. M.
Klrochimu, of Luguna, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
DENTISTS.
final five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz.:
R. J. E. KRAFT,
Homestead entry No.
6843, made September 12, 1902, for
Dental Surgeon.
.
....
the N
NW Vt SV y NW Vt and
Rnnm. .9 nn i , .onrnetl
t.
ouiialns.
NV U SW Vt. section 18, township over r'FMallu.
-- .us
eiore.
7 N. range 4 W, and
x'nona
that said proof
Appointments made by mall.
will be made before Silvestre MiraV;
r
',l,,,. ...1 i a
bel, U. S. Court Commissioner at San
NO. 80lt TtatlrnaA
Rafael, N. M., on May 6, 1907.
I'uiue.
unlet
He names the following witnesses hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30
p.' m.; 1:80
to prove his continuous
residence P. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
upon, and cultivation of, tho land,
made by mall.
viz: Charles Curr, Lorenzo Romero,
W. M.. (illPRmtv"!,
.. '
Juan Pnlle, Jose M. Caco, all of
, ill . x.
Homeopathic Physician and
N. M.
,
Surgeon.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
wwucuuii
.uunaing. Tele-phoRegister.
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. L. UUSTL
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
SISTER OF ELLSWORTH
Tuberculosis
.i,u niKO
inniH null
Frequency Electrical Current
and
INGALLS MARRIED Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
LOST

La-gun- a,

ie

6-- 8,

The marriage of Miss Muriel
youngest daughter of Mrs. John
James Ingalls, to Lieutenant
Arthur
James Davis of the Ninth cavalry, ocKldge,
nome
at
curred
oak
the
of the
bride's mother Tuesday evening at
4:30 o'clock, says a dispatch dated
Atchjson, Kansas.
Rev. Francnis S.
White, rector of the Episcopal church,
performed the ceremony. The maid
of honor was Miss Francis Solomon
of Atchison, and the matron of honor
was Mrs. Jesse E. Hunt of Kansas
City, sister of the bride. Lieutenant
Francis E. Honeycutt was best man.
A wedding dinner was served to 300
guests. Lieutenant and Mrs. Davis
will Jeuve tonight for a brief wedding
trip to the west, after which they will
return to Fort Iavenworth and on
May & will go with the Ninth cavalry
to the Philippines.

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

DRS. HROXSON

& URONSON,

Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drns- sm
'Phone- nmce and residence, 628.
I)R. .1. V "lVlfIK-T T:
When your anitnnlia n r a atrtir
need a good veterlnnry surgeon. Call
w. .nc viu reuuoie. fnone No. 5 4 2.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
-

"

Commercial Club building.
Black
or white hearse, $t.
ARCHITECT'S
F, W. SDencer. Rnnm. i(.ii d..
nett building, Albuquerque. N. M.
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. MadcIIson.
With W. B. Chtlder.
117
West Gold avenue.
HAIR DRESSER A7TD CIIIROPO-DISOffice

DEBILITY.

T.

er.

Many people who talk to me say: "f
g
policy of Presi- feel half aick allthe time. I dont just
"The
dent House-vei- l
lu his dealings with
know what's the
the national forests themselves will
matter with me."
be honeycombed with little lines of
This is general
settlements along the agricultural
debility. It's very
bottoms of streams, and every bit of
common. People
land which can support a farm will
be occupied by a family."
who get in this
When the historians of the future
shape have my
write the story of the administration
sympathy. They
of President Hoosevelt, It is a safe
saxes Sill, (1(10. 000 it Year.
sick enough
arn't
of
"We are trying to educate the pri- prophecy that the Inauguration
for bed so they
practical
polities
conservaof forest
vate owner to the fact that it will
drag around and
pay b in to take care of his forest, tion will llgure as one of the must
their families
s
ami thus get the
of the important events.
get exasperated
forests of the United States preserved
with them.
ly the good will and the Intelligent
El'ltEKA!
There are two
Yes, I llano l'oiiiul it ut laisl.
nuclei standing of Ihe men w ho ow n
b. nc dads.
causes for this
Found what? Why that Chamber-liJu'- s
them. Improved methods in forest
Salve cures eczema and all condition ; bad habits and a weak
management by states and private
owners, in
with the for- manner of Itching of the skin. I stomach. By bad habits I mean eating
g
est service, result in the annual s.iv-ir.- have been afflicted for many years irregularly and too fast and not chewof at least three per cent of the with skin disease. I had to get up ing the food thoroughly. The stomyearly cut of
00. 000,000. 000 feet, three or four times every night and
gives out and loss of appetite,
which, at $: a thousand is $;!,ono,- - wash with cold water to allay the ach
and general
terrible itching, but since using this billiousness, constipation,
000."
It is concrete results like these that salve in December, 1905, the Itching debility result. First get the stomach
more
careful in
have since 1S1IS worked a profound has stopped nnd has not troubled me. in shape and then be
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootville, the future, and the worn out, despondchange in the national sentiment ill
will
a thing
be
feeling
ent, half sick
relation to forest conservation. Seven Pa. For sale by all druggists.
years ago. there were in the whole
of the past.
I'nited States less than ten professionyTwo bottles of Cooper's New DisAPRIL
Alt VIVA I. II El.lt
al foresters.
Neither a science nor a
AT PLAIN WELL, MICH. covery will put the stomach in shape.
Pb iliiw.il. .Mich., April .V For the Common sense will do the rest. There
literature of American forestry was In
existence, nor could an education in purpose of advertising
Plainwell a
fifty thousand people tu this
the subject be obtained ill this coun- "spring opening" is being held today, are
try. Systematic forestry was in op- and will be continued tomorrow. It country who know this to be true beit.
eration on the estate of a single own- is one of the most unique events in cause they've tried
er, honorably desirous of f uriiishing the business line ever given In the Here's a letter from one of them:
"I was all run down from overwork,
an object lesson in an unknown Held. state. Uniformed guides are providLumbermen and forest owners were ed, who are conducting visitors to lost ambition and energy and could
man-u-,'i
skeptical of the success of forest
various points of Interest and through not sleep. It was difficult for me to
plants. Visitors attend to my work owing to that tired-oincut and largely hostile to its the manufacturing
Kven public sentiment are seeing paper made ill the new
introduction.
feeling. I secured two bottles of
was $200,000 mill of the Michigan Paper the New
in favor of forest preservation
medicine and decompany, shoes made In the recently termined Discovery
almost wholly misinformed.
to try it. The result deThe real need of scientific forestry opened plant of the Plainwell Shoe
was urgent,
for a time had come company, and a model electric plant lighted me for renewed strength and
which presented at once a great op- in that of the Ecsley Light and Pow- vigor and energy came with the first
portunity und a dangerous crisis. er company. Hesldes these, hundreds few doses. It's effect was different
Forest destruction
had reached a of dollars worth of valuable prizes, from anything I had ever taken. I
men
point where sagacious
could Including buggies, harness, plows, finished the two bottles now and feel
plainly discern the not far distant cultivators, merchandise of various wU and strong again." E. McDade,
end.
The hiiulier industry, vital to kinds, are given away by the mer- 839 Diz Ave., Detroit, Mich.
the nation at large, was rushing to chants.
Various amusement attracIU own extinction, yet with no ave- tions are also provided.
We hear favorable reports of these
nue of escape apparent until forest
We do it right. HOrail DRY. Imfamous medicines every day. Ask us
management for future crops should
Meanperial Laundry Co.
lie forced by famine prices.
about them.
home-iuiikin-

I

:

four-fifth-

1

ut

Mrs. Bambini, at her parloru, Ne.
209 West Railroad avenue i

pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, ao nair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sht
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tlon of complexion cream builds u- the skin and Improves the completion., and Is guaranteed not
to be Injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents
and hair falling out; restore
life to dead hair;
remove
moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of theBo
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment ot
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism,
pains
and massage.
dan-dru-

i

ft

rough Remedy Aids
Nuturc.
Medicines that aid nature are always most effectual.
Chamberlain's
c'ough Remedy acta on this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
aids expectoration, opens the secretions, and aids nature in restoring the
system to a healthy condition. Thousands have testified to its superior
excellence. For sale by nil druggists.
ImiiilM-iiiiiu'- s

Reduced
Railway Rates
To ull points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's TltTTct
Office, 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket Brokers' Association in Albuquerque, N. M.
Correep.iueiice
solicited.
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which
of the Baltimore American.
OE WEALTH: HE
that even In the Hereout con10 HE MADE CARNEGIE
alwv.y
inctfiems
flicts there Mere
of innn. I
prove he brotherhood
think It wns during: one of the
nrnuml Klohmond In the
HIMSELF DIES BLIND AND IN POVERTY
a
Flsht. Attnus. then
Seen Pays'
comhis
and
fell
rank,
captain In
panions thought he wns mortally
years.
wounded. The flRhtin had been at JOHN HUKM.IV, KXTKUT STKFX.
In 1902 the lower court awarded
close quarters, and when the union
him the ownership of patents worth
VOUKFIt, IXVENTH) MAC1IIX-KKhe
consciousness
officer recovered
as though ca
$40,000,000,
diIVT pricious fateandhadthen,
WOUTII $10,000,000,
found ft confederate ofTlcer lying utonly encouraged
rectly across him. Agnus did his
A
CKNT.
M'.YEU iOT
the old man to wound blm more ex
most to release himself from the
quisitely, the finding was reversed on
weight of what he felt sure wns a
could fight no
I'lttsburg. April 4. The man who a technicality. Hrlslln
dead man, but It was not long
He had spent all he had.
he mw that the confederate made It possible for Carnegie to live longer.
to
began
over his I
form
A
cataract
was recovering from his swoon. The In princely wealth has himself died
poor fellow had received an ugly In abject poverty, blind and helpless- Carried With Him Many Tro- He was John Ilrlslin, the Inventor
Of Veteran American Editors gash, and begged pkteously for water.
comIn
Carnegie
steel. The
Agnus remembered that he had some of the rolling mill machinery that worker
phles of the Pilgrimage.
It is said, made overtures to
the steel Industry. pany, later,
oid coffee In his canteen, and after revolutionised
Beginning With Col. Mo
offering 1100,000 for a
him
great difliculty, his right shoulder With a man named Antonio Vlnnac, settlement but
Hrlslln,
Address to Ross.
blind and
having been nearly torn awoy. he he patented certain devices In 1886 poor, spurned
Clure and Ending
the compromise with
"'Here which he alleges were afterward stol. anger
raised himself and said:
contempt.
and
ou are, Johnny; take some of this en by the Carnegie company.
Living from hand to mouth In a
Ilrlslin and Carnegie were boyhood
coOee."
Uciieral Hugh Cameron, the ec- The wounded man reached
humble little cottage with his five
fui the nroffered canteen and drank friends. The one went on to wealth, children,
"Kansas Hermit has come and
cetrlc
the old man has felt death
with great the other to destitution. Shortly after
WITH HEMPHILL OF THE
of Its cooling contents
poor, blind and broken- - is gone, and on west Hallroad avenue
relish: then handed It back, saying; Hrlslln s patent was granted, he and approach,
Vlnnac entered suit against the Car hearted. It is said that Just previous I at the home of his son, Ldmund a.
"Yank, I thank you. damn you."
of Kansas and
negie Steel company, alleging in- to his death he received a letter from Ross,
C. NEWS
Ye.irs nfter this story was told by fringement. For five years the battle Carnegie. Its contents are not known.
New Mexico, Is little the
of
CHARLESTONS.
(icn. Ariius at a banquet' given by was fought in the I'nited tSates court
wiser, though the mission of the her
the and Vinnac died of despair. Hrlslln
the I'ress club In New York, wonmil was to lessen his burden and it
often
hnve
adding:
fight,
"I
maintained the
and poured Into
Keneral
possible refresh his mind, which car
man
who
the
of
savings
battle
became
the
forty
Emory
all
his
dered
of
Smith
what
rles only a blurred recollection of the
Pulitzer and Chas.
ed me while he thanked me, and
pnst and gives the present
little
thought that 1f he had survived the
Ross,
whose
thought.
and General Felix Agnus
to
glad
meei
war, I would have been
mental powers withstood one of the
him." Scarcely had tlie general
Also Arc Told About.
greatest storms that ever encom
speaking when a handsome
missed the halls of congress the fur
lithlptlf-lookln- g
gentleman came to
les of the conflict which threatened
man
am
the
ward him and said: "I
to Impeach President Andrew John
.. IUkln.)
lHy
more
once
and
befriended.
son has suffered a softening of the
No i.ne of the veteran editors of inn
my heart, and be
you
all
with
thnnk
brain, and when attending a reception
ihe United states has had a busier or lieve me. I have no wisn 10 suppie
given
at the Presbyterian church
more Interesting career than folonel- nient my thanks as I did on that oc
given for his special benefit It touch
Alexander Kelly Mel 'lure, of I'ennsyl- casion." The gentleman proved to
ed with deepest sympathy those who
xania. An editor six years before me Mil lor Imils llandolph. who was an
heard this man who one time sat in
eMth of Henry Clay, ha has known U rTirfr on Stonewall Jackson's staff.
the council of the nation, ask what
nubile men than almost any
the reception was being given for. In
,
He has
the
iipmnhill.
of
editor
other American now living.
,
this one respect the respect of in
is an
Courier,
interviewed every' president of the,(.n
etvll
nrt
stn
forming
Ross that the
III- - ,
I lilted States since the tune or
,iu.r 0f n,e veterans of Americal
people of Kansas had forgiven him
He entered j,.ur.,nsm.
in all.
more, thirteen
He Is known as the
Impeachment
voting
for
the
not
for
til 1S46 ns editor of the sc f vatve editor of the most conserva- of Johnson, which the whote state
Aliffin Sentinel, mm reurea irom
In the Cnlted States,
newstmr.fr
favored at the time the hermit fall
chief editorship of the I'hlludelphla JJr , Hemphill, Is about sixty years old.
ed. but in the respect of letting the
nctiv(, nossesHlng a keen
Times in 1901. He was a member of ,
ht
world know and arousing smypathy
He is one of
tne I'lttsburg conference at which tne ' f
nnd a rea(lv wltI he
ANDHKW CAIINKGIK.
riiilua tt Ihfl fflielv IVfOniTftd
prmhltrnn t.urtv was organized and the most popular men socially in the
I senator,
lUtlsl.IN',
JOHN
the hermit was successful.
Made rich by .lolin Itri.tlln, ho Is
was a delegate to the republican na- south. J His editorials are always on
I
A boyhood friend of Carnegie's, he Though his clothes were of the plain'
tional conventions of 1S56, 1860 and the conservative side, except when rvtlmatoil to tic worth a quarter of a Invented
I
one of
machinery
which niado est cloth and his make-u- p
the
In 1872 he was chairman of they ussail radicalism, and then they billion. In two vtMim lio has given
rich. Dcclurlng that 1m was I pllclty, even to shabblness, the hermit
away S.H,:tH.500 to charity.
Ills
ihe Pennsylvania delegation in the are apt to be a bit radical them- cnmimiiy
of his invention, ho has died l succeeded in making tne nation Know
ufTcntl IlrMIn $100,000 for rohlMil
convention which selves.
liberal republican
Mr. Hemphill and the disblind ami broken hearted. I his. mission. He was a great believer
in iMivt-rty- ,
nominated Greeley. Of Whig stock tinguished senator from South Caro- patents valued lit 10,000.000.
In printers Ink nnd his grotesque ap
and himself a good Whig In his lina, Mr. Tillman, have not always
pearance, together with tne wortni-nes- s
vouth. he became a stanch .republihas
Courier
News
and
agreed,
the
and
of his mission, helped solve the
can, but his political views always had its say on more than one. occasThe hermit
problem of notoriety.
was the
have been broad. He has especially
Courier
nnd
News
ion.
The
may be eccentric, but he Is clever and
IS
devoted himself to binding up the last paper In the United States to
wno
by
meet mm
ait
this Is admitted
wounds of the nation inflicted during hold to the old notion that It was
He has an answer ready for every
the four years of civil war. Is a pow- improper to publish society news,
question that Is put to him and these
ture on Lincoln and Davis
conservatively bowing to the wishes
IWILL BE EXPLOITED
answers are always terse and to the
erful appeal to men of both sections of Charleston's St. Cecilia assembly.
When General Cameron left
Point.
pubof the country to understand the men
a
attending
Mr. Hemphill was
foi Santa Fe a few days ago, where
and measures of those days of strife lishers' meeting not long since. A
he carries more tidings of the cause,
with charity and to forget the hatred man with a Bcheme made a speech
which brought him to New Mexico a
il, en engendered.
OUSLY ILL
Hhniit a Dlan to double the circula
month ago, he carried with him many
tion
of a paper and triple the adver- besides
of the pilgrimage,
Josenh Pulitzer, owner and editor tiKine.
coroiiniun
Soutn
Then the
memories of bunquets, receptions and
of the New York World, and owner una asked to comment.
"It may do111.
I
r trl
a
1 A
Amrtttl a .,Ia
tfA
has verv well for some parts of the counof the St. Louis
were
char
Ailed a ,trunk, and
of the Ijldnl UOUniV mines mav Ue- - ! phles
Eccentricities
,
lone as much as any other one man trv,""
Charleston is The
.
said,
"but
.1
i
he
i
t
acieristic 01 new nicxiro inuctro. in
to make
the American newspaper bounded on the east by 3.000 miles
pounds of
the trunk were twenty-liv- e
In
come Factor In Pipe
In the
Actor
Greatest
hat it is today. Heago,was born
water, and on the west by several
of
Mexican chill. 100 pounds of piuons
and when hundred miles of mosquitoes. There
Hungary sixty years
and a Navajo blanket.
h came to the United States located are about as many white people In
World.
World
Today.
Hut most cherished of all, said the
in St. Louis. He was employed as the city of St. Louis as there art In
hermit, are the mwiories I carry with
an assistant to the sexton of a ceme-ur- y the whole slate or souin Carolina, i
me
conof the trin. And on his departure
there, until some occasional
think we will stick to our own meth
Through the discovery of extensive I he addressed the following to Hlovern
New York, April 5. Richard Mans
seem to like field,
tributions gained for him a place on ods.
mosquitoes
The
I
county
or K. G. Ross
condition caused so much meerschaum deposits in Grant
the Westliche Post, a Herman daily.
m." The past two yearn Mr. Hemp anxietywhose
near Comrade and Illustrious
among his friends, is a bril and the organization of the Meers-l"M- v
This was before he was twenty-on- e.
whole energy to liant and
his
devoted
has
hill
I
Company
America,
of
for
chaum
their
Fellow Citizen:
genius
eccentric
of the
Ten vears later he became owner of the work of trying to Induce while stage
you
New I "Permit me to congratulate
during the season and, in sum development and exploitation.
having immigration from the northern states
the St. Louis
to become the prin-lan- d
to felicitate myself upon what
and Dispatch. and from Kurope to come to South mer, a quiet country gentleman on Mexico is soon
i nsolldated the Post
I
Inmy
headquarters
clpal
by
for
world
that
estate near New London, Conn.
has already been accomplished
i.'Ivp vears thereafter he bought the Carolina.
He is the moving spirit In hisFor
on February Z2. lsui
undertaking,
several years he contemplated leresting product, so great nas oeen
New York World, and advanced it the Southern States Immigration
retirement from the stage because of the demand and so moderate the sup- - II to emphasize the expression of my
to the front ranks of American Jour
during recent gratitude for your vote against the
ill health. Kxciteable, nervous, irritable ply of meerschaum
iialisrn.
Impatient, he suffered a drain upon years that it finds a ready market at- I conviction of the president of the
per ton, ac- United States, while you were a mem- to
$40,000
tso.noo
from
his physical strength almost certain
For years he has been almost blind,
j nose acquainted i ber of the high court or Impeach
KANSAS MAN
to result in a breakdown. He was ob- - cording to quality,
and has had to depend upon an UNIQUE
with the conditions state that the I ment. which vote with those of your
amanuensis to read to him. He has
Grant county deposits are the only I illustrious peers, saved to the people
in
been always fearlessly Independent
commercially available ones in thel0 this great republic, constitutional
PASSED OVER DIVIDE
politics. When elected to congress he
world outside or tnose in i urney ana iI free government.
resigned nfter having served but a
Greece.
And I congratulate you and fellcl- 1'. w
months. His characteristic ediIt is the intention of the Meers-- I- late myself on whatmy has already been
It W AS
torials are long and exhaustive.
ACQVAIXTANCK
rnit.MKIl
further under
chaum Comnanv of America. Incur- accomplished by
w as an editorial of his which inspired
I.ATK THOMAS IH tillKS
norated under the laws of tills terrl- - I taking iq empnasize me expression
Mr. Parker's celebrated "gold tele
my
Almighty God
CITY.
to
earnest
THIS
of
desire
OF
to
past
during
few
months,
lory
the
giam" to the St. Louis convention.
develope these deposits to their fullest that he would arouse all the people,
After Mr. Roosevelt's election by a
A telegram from Topeka, Kan., says
possibilities and with that end In view disfranchised nnd enfranchised, young
tremendous majority, Mr. Pulitzer at
the most unique advertiser of
thev have already expended a large and old. to ine dangers ana ine oane
once predicted that Theodore Hoose that
Kansas, and one of the state s oldest
amount of money on the property. I ful effects of party spirit, which spiritvelt would be the tlrst president to citizens. Thomas McCoy, Is dead at
The company is Incorporated with anion tnai memoreoie occasion consignserve three terms, a. prophesy which Marvsville. McCoy was a harness
authorized capitalization of 16,000,-- 1 ea you politically, to oonvion in xne
aspir maker,
is clvlng certain presidential
century
quarter
of
a
a
for
and
000, and the following gentlemen, all great free state of Kansas, and which
ants no small amount of uneasiness he carried this advertisement In the
of New York City, are Its officers: I singled you out as the object, the vlc- just at this time.
county:
local newspapers of Marshall
Wm. J. Seidenberg, president; Ixula urn. or ts ostracism, proscription ana
McCoy
Thomas
W. Huver. treasurer, und K. M. Led- - I vengence
Charles Kmory Smith, editor of the
boy. '
of
a
broth
Is
a
We have the greatest Incitement to
den, secrelarv. James L. Hill is the
Philadelphia Press since 1S80. is one
He lives In Marysville, Kan.
general superintendent In charge of praise God. the God or Washington
of the few men who keep alive the
If looking for tools
the property ami from him In a re- - and Henry. Adams and Harrison. Clay
traditions and practices of the old
To work horses and mules.
cent Interview t lie following facts were and Webster, Lincoln and Seward, by
time personal Journalism. A pupil
you
can.
as
quick
as
see
him
Just
whose grace these undertakings have
elicited:
'
and disciple of Thurlow Weed, he re
Mr. McCoy was an old and intimate
endorsed by all classes of our
The Meerschaum Company of Am been
ceived fifteen years of newspaper friend of the late Thomas Hughes of
fellow citizens and while we are duly
training at Albany, and then went to this citv long time editor and politi
erica is the owner of ten full mining grateful
to Almighty God, for his
Philadelphia.
When he writes air
claims, comprising an area of over 200 kind interposition
who came to Albuquerque from
In this behalf, we
acres, nil of which are situated In the do not forget
editorial no one needs to be told that clan
spoke of
frequently
Marysville,
and
that we owe undying
RICHARD MANSFIKLD.
Mogollon district.
"Smith wrote It." The readers of the unique If not eccentric harness
The claims are gratitude
to
Instrumentalities
the
The Press are familiar with his style, maker.
known as the Kureka, Atlantic, Sul which have voluntarily
.
English
of
a clear strong variety
liged in March to cancel all engage- tan. Wellington and Pop Hoyer. To In
securing these satisfactory results,
which admits of no beating about the
ments and come to New York for gether they comprise the only meers
Among which Instrumentalities,
hush. Mr. Smith has always been a CONVICTS EDIT ODD
chaum leads in the district. In order desire
treatment.
especially to mention The Kven
republican, and has supported his
Mansfield was born In the Island to make certain of this, extensive and lug (ntizeu, the Presbyterian church,
al
sur
nartv in every national InHUe,
thorough
examinations
of
ihe
Heligoland
of
in
1857.
He
studied for
department of Justice and the six
though he has often broken away
the Fast Indian civil service but after- rounding country have been made the
in
of the disfranchised who have
In his own
IN
from the organization
at great expense. Enough work has choice
PAPER
to
ward
opened
removed
lloston
and
beautiful phrase spoken
state. He opposed Quay with mucn
a studio. He studied art In London, already been done on the property to for the and
enterwomen
of
this
nrble
strength through nearly all of that
an experience marked by poverty and definitely locate the veins and to es. prising city
of Albuquerque, and also
gentleman's rule.
hard work. Afterward he turned to tablish their continuity, also to ren the Itlo Grande Woolen Mills Com.
OF
TFXLS
HII'Y KKCF.IVKn IIKRE
der certain their true fishure charact
playthe
theatrical
profession.
After
pany
the iner
ONF, CRIMINAL DISCHARGED
Work Is now progressing upon cantJIe establishment and
Few editors are known by one paring small parts in comic operas in er.
conducted by
TO KF.F.K IIF.AITII AND
ticular article, but Mr. Smith's editorlie returned to the United the Salt Creek side of the company s Itobert K. Putney, who rs a natural
London
STRENGTH IN TIIK
ial on the Freedom of the Press, writStates and appeared at the Standard holdings and is being conducted con born prince In his line.'
SOUTH.
ten when Governor Pennypocker
theater. New York, as Dromea in Les tinuously with eight hour shifts. Sev
g
probably
press-galaw,
is
stgned the
Manteaux Nolrs. His great reputation eal buildings have been erected and MOP.II.I: KAIIiItOAD TO
a
A
copy
Penitentiary
on hand
is
utterance.
Ohio
of
It
the
most
famous
his
built up in later years was based on a sufficient material Is already
KXTKM) l'KKSKNT LINK
the press News of March 2nd recently found its wide repertoire
idea for the freedom of among
In Mikado for the erection of large storage and
from
Koko
Dresden. Tenn., April 6. Notwith
the way to Albuquerque. The paper is to Klchard III. He created such parts dry houses. As soon as the weather standing
which deserves a place
the fact that many of the
classics of political science. Mr. published in the penitentiary and has as lleau lirummel. liaron Chevrlal, will permit Mr. Hill will begin tne
recUon of a road to Pinna Altos the IIS lines are cancelling their orders
Smith was minister to Russia during official news concerning the operation lr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Some others
extensions am. improvement on
ihe latter half of the Ilenjamin Har- of the institution as well as occas- of his notable roles were: Don Juan, completion of which Will bring the account
of the difficulty of procuring
property within twenty miles of rail- rison administration, and was post- ional reference of Interest concerning Humpy Iigan, Nero. Tittlebat
Tit... ...... v,,
"J
iiiiuvrj
nil- L',...U',fl
master general under McKlnley and convicts. Among the items of this mouse, Shylock, Captain lilontschll,
I XSfl A
S
1. ....
tw
isrlll
t
Hoosevelt. Just before the beginning IsFiie is noticed the following:
Hy far the greater portion of the .
Don Pedro XIV,
Napoleon,
Kodlon,
.
.i.iHi0n
"Kythlnge 35036, was released yes- Sir John Combras, Dick Dudgeon. Cy- worlds supply of meerschaum is now
of the Spanish war Mr. Smith came
ohlo rver ftn(1 from a junc.
to Washington, where he had dally terday morning after having comrano de Hert;erac, M. lieaucalre, Hen- obtained from the plains of Lskihl- - fl, ,hewUh
ea(tlern mnln
branch
sentence from Frank ry V, and Lirustus.
conferences with McKinley. It was pleted a
.. tne
,, Frisc
,
Anotoly. Turkey, in Asia where
Sher.
svs- k Iltlana
Through his editorials in The Press lin county. He Is possessed of more
employed In its pro tern hat either
are
men
10.000
Ky.,
Joppa
or
Paducah,
lhat the country was Informed of the than ordinary ability as a story wrlterl I'lTTSlllKU TKY1NG
ductlon. It Is owned by the Turkish III. The extension to Paducah will
xtu t position of the administration and has at different times contributed
I'OK A
government, which la said to derive
miles, and to Joppa 150 miles,
Ky
Pittsburg. Pa., April 5. Hankers 18, 000, 000 per annum from Its sale. A b.; 65would
from day to day. Soon afterward the to the columns of The News.
parallel the Illinois Cenlung
Is
thinge
trouble
from
a sufferer
president called him to the cabinet.
here have been working hard to have small quantity of inferior quality is and
tral railroad. Whether this new road
and Is contemplating a trip to Arizona a
established In I'ltts- also produced In Ivlvldla, tileece.
111., or Paducah. Ky.
Joppa,
touches
I
.
beard a war story of Gen. Felix or New Mexico, where it Is hoped hel burg. They will light on, although
Ky., and is
it will touch
Agnus, the genial editor nnd publisher will regain his health."
they don't feel much encouraged. It
Dresden, the
1X111
to
sure
touch
I'UHLICATIOV
almost
NOTiri-Is said the scheme has been frowned
made through
Department of the Interior, LanJ survey having been
on in Washington.
The matter was nm,.o
N'. M. March 26.11 iresden. thence to Jackson, going by
first brought to the attention of Sec- 1907 m wr.f.tn Ke.
or
village
south or
uinua.
little
the
retary Shaw, before he left the cabiNotice Is hereby given that Antonio here.
net, he opposed the plan so hard that
filed no
I'lttsburg bankers hesitate to bring Palle, of Latsuna, N.toM., has final
five
make
of his Intention
the matter before Secretary t ortel-yo- tice
support
year
proof In
of his claim
The Pittsburg advocates who
8 4J
6
entry
No.
KAll TO KKIJF.VF.
Homestead
carried the proposition to Washing- viz.:
for the d
ALL IllIKl'MATISM.
Not only is a. medicine valuable for its ability to cure disease, but tht ton said that Atlanta had ueen urg- made February 12. 1902.
A NW
,i section 28. township 6 N
at that place, but range
way in which it affects the system is a very important factor. When the ing a
S W. and that said proof will
gave
Secretary
assurance
Shaw
prescription is
that
simple
This
system is infected with the perms of disease as in Rheumatism, Catarrh, the government was trying to dis- be made before iillvestre Mirabel, U.
said to perform remarkable
Kafael,
Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., courage the establishment
Commissioner,
S.
at
San
Court
of any
cures In many cases of years'
every particle of it recuperative strength is needed to assist in eliminating more such institutions.
However, N. M.. on May 6. 1907
standing.
to
following
witnesses
names
the
He
gathered
Pittsburg's
committee
has
the poisons and impurities which are causing the trouble. It should not b
upon,
prove
residence
continuous
data,
his
fortified
itself
much
and
with
Dandelion,
Extract,
Fluid
dosed and treated with strong mineral mixtures and concoctions that furthel figures.
and cultivation or, tne land, viz.:
The matter will undoubtounce;
Compound
one-ha- lf
add to the burden, by disagreeably affecting the bowels, producing indiges edly be brought before congress.
Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Kargon, one ounce; Compound
Palle. Jose M Cacj, all of Laguna.
tion. or eating out the delicate linings and membranes of the stomach. Th
Syrup of Sarsaparilla,
three
Work
Ixdly
N. M.
absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. fcas always been one of the strongest had "Pneumonia's
Mix by shaking well
ounces.
so seriously affected my right
MANTEL.
OTERO.
It.
anaji.-favor,
the
one of the principal reasons for its being now
points in its
in a bottle and take in
lung." writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Register.
doses after each meal
most widely known and universally p.bcd blood medicine on the market. Kural Koute 1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
These Inand at bedtime.
I coughed continuously night
It is made entirely of healing, purifying roots, herbs ami barks of the for- "that day
H0I112 ISuslnews Again.
gredients can be. obtained at
and the neighobrs' predicmy friends thought I was
ests and fields. These are selected for their well known curative properties, and
"When
moderate cost at any good
consumption semed inevitable, about to take leave of this world, on
and are known at the same time to possess the qualities to build up and tion
and
pharmacy,
prescription
until my husband brought home a account
indigestion,
nervousness
of
is
system
every
by
are
of
fine
only
part
harmless and will not instrengthen
their
the
tonic effect. Not
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery, and general debility," writes A. A.
stomdelicate
most
the
jure
my
In
proved
case
to
be the
S. S. S. the king of blood purifiers, but it is the one medicine that may be which
Tnadwell, N. Y., und when
ach.
only real cough cure and restorer of Chisholm.
It looked as if there waa no hope
taken with absolute safety by young or old. We guarantee it
lungs."
sore
When
weak,
all
other
to try Electric
and offer a reward i, ooo for proof that it contains a particle of mineral in remedies utterly fail, you may still left. I was persuaded
It has a peculiar effect upon
Hitters, and I rejoice to say that they
any form. S. S. S. is a safe and reliable treatment for Rheumatism, Catarrh, win In the battle against lung and are
the Kidneys, assisting these
curing me. I am now doing busi
Scrofula, Sores and I'lcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Uloi.d I'oison, and any throat troubles with New Discovery, ness again us of old, and am still
most Important organs to fiby 'all gaining dally." 3est tonic medicine
real cure. Guaranteed
lter and strain from the blood
and all diseases arising from a poisoned or impure state of the blood. the
50c and fl.00. Trial bot- on earth.
the uric acid, urla, etc., which
Guaranteed by all drug
It goes to the very bottom of these troubles, removes every trace of disease. druggists.
cause the pain und misery of
gists.
50c
enriches and b"ihls up the blood and permanently cures where mineral tle free.
o
o- Ah
a blood
Rheumatism.
Switchmen Grueseineyer and Davis
medicines fail. If you are suffering with ar.y form of blood disease write foi
cleansing agent and system
Our ROCf.ll DRT work aon'shav
worked in the local yards
is
merit
of
unusual
it
tonic
our book ou The Wood and ask for any medical advice you mav dusirej formerly
of the Santa Fe and only left here to be washed over. Imperial Launv j charge for either
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA,
U
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about a month ago.
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Do You Need
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Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes, and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
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J. KORBER & CO.
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dent of the territory should be selected, a taxpayer, a
man of affairs, of whom nothing derogatory can be said.
The office should not be given to a person connectel
with ,i territorial newspaper or publishing company.
There are aMiumber ef boosters affiliated with commercial organizations of New Mexico who are eminently
fitted for this Important position."
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on sweeping day, nnd putting them back clean and free from germs
nnd dirt, Is easy and satisfactory to the nent housekeeper,
and

keeps the house clean nnd sweet during Ihe heated term. Our stock
of fine rugs nnd cool and handsome mattings, will make a floor covering that will give comfort and cleanliness. AVe have them in
beautiful designs and colors.

SEE OUR ORIENTAL PATTERNS

Comfort Combined With Coolness

is what Is required, and Is exactly what is gained by using our reed
nnd rattan furniture In your parlor or living rooms in summer. Our
large and varied stock will give you a complete selection of the
many and various elegant styles in which this class of furniture is
made, thereby furnishing your rooms In thorough harmony.
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Shaking the Rugs

JlLMr'vj
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Arizona has found that its much lauded gambling
These games are now
law docs not reach draw poker.
The Tucson
LET'S HAVE THEM BOTH ,
running full bla't In Tucson saloons.
two
Cabinet,
alone,
The
In
one
saloon
says
as
In
that
Cltlr.cn
favor
Itself
announce
paper
The iniirninic
In operation.
For conducta. new flty li all and of the bund Issue proposed for thut and often three tables are
a
purpose. Had It Mopped rlfcht Ihere The Citizen could ing these games, which are highly profitable, not
Is given to city, county or
single
of
cent
license
however,
not.
H
did
both."
me
and
have mild, "You
but In fl. veiled manner disparaged the proposition to.
hall and set up a cry for a oewage fysten-trert a
which
Evidently the Farmington Times-HustleThe facts are these: The city needs both
inotead.
MexNew
of
section
down
gets
this
Into
now
then
and
them
It
.sewage
needs
system,
and
the city hall and a
xtnre than that, there Is absolutely no ico, has not yet learned that the simplified spelling rei.... i, ,ai.
Within the la?t form is over. It still uses some of the queer construcreason why both can not be obtained.
rapid growth tions in Its columns, regardless of the fact that Presimost
ten years Albuquerque ha.s made the
dent ltoosevclt now writes his letters in the good
Like the Mrlplln
jind develonment in her history.
way.
who suddenly finds himself a man. the city has srow.i
a
on
whistling
station
a
little
almost in a night from
00X)00000XXXKXXXXXXXXXXXX00
treat railroad Fystem to Ihe most Important business,
5
The
STORY OF PIONEER AND OLD
residence and educational center In New Mexico.
has
that
advancement
the
scarcely
realize
people can
g
COWBOY SUPREMACY DAYS $
.
been made.
This Is always the case when a town suddenly takes
a npurt and becomes a bustling, busy city in a fe.v
old l'.aldy was known among the boys on the
years. It is hifc-- time now that the city awake to thr 1'iowcrs ranch as nil outlaw. When he was sold ne
"iEenrics of the day and thut it keep pace with the went to the Jim Jones ranch up the river. Two or
First and
progress It has made in other directions.
three crack iidrs attempted to ride old Haldy but
The old frame Miack they all gave it up in disgust after they had been sen'.
foremost, a citv hall is needed.
on Tljeras ami Second streets, now occupied as a city Hying up among the angels a, few times and the old
hall at a monthly rental of $43, Is a shame and u. dis horse was relegated to the cook
help pull the nieis
The old Jail back of it Is as wagon.
grace to the community.
one spring about 1S72 the Prowers foreman
peobud.
The tirst impression is what counts. Are
had business at I.as Animas and he spent a few clays
ple who have thut .eyesore pointed out to them as the with the Jones outfit which was en the calf roundup
city hall of Albuquerque going to be impressed with hear tlvj mouth of Horse creek.
the spirit of advancement that prevails here? Most
All the creeks of the country were running bank
certainly not. Has Albuquerque no more civic pride " full. The Arkansas was swift and inuddy and roarThe city hall and a new jail ing so that its voice could be heard miles away. Iato
Most certainly she has.
should be built Just as quickly as possible. The state- one evening the kid on the horse herd came In an1
ment by the morning paper that no effort is being said he thought a baby was on an island a hundred
made to secure a better sewer system, is contrary to the yards out In the river. With field glusses the men
facta.
The city recently employed an expert to Inves- found the boy had told the truth.
How to get the
tigate conditions und report upon a sewer system ade- youngster oft the island was the next question. Th?
quate for the city's needs.
river was so turbulent that no one cared to ford it.
The expense accruing under the report made was but the cowboys were all too
to leave
out of all keeping with the demands of the occasion the yearling to die of starvation.
and the cily otlicials then began work along other lines
Several of the boys tried to make their ponies
A city engineer was employed first and foremost to be- ford the stream, but they all turned bock after getpregin work upon a new sewage system. He Is now
ting a few feet from the bank, the water proving alparing data and plans which will no doubt be adopted together too much for them.
Finally, the visiting
Moth th?
and which will give the city what It needs.
fraternity
remembered old Haldy anJ
member
of
the
city
The
city hall and the sewer system are needed.
his swimming habit which had developed on a memor
hall matter happens to come first before the voters. able chase after horse thieves a few years before. He
us have a city hall that we will not said if they would bring old Baldy in he would make
Push it along,
Te ashamed to show to our newcomers, and then let us hlni swim out and get the baby back to safety. Half
next Install a sewer system adequate for the city's a dozen of them galloped over to the cavallard and
needs. We can have both. Iet's have them.
J
In a few minutes were leading the old wkato back
flie banks snorting in indignation and astonishment at
being called to do a trick after he had already drag
TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITIES
ged the mess wagon around all day.
f
We have her? a great deal in recent months
The foreman stripped the saddle from the pony
(he inability of the railroads to handle the growing
clnclf, for Ualdy was a horse
riding, let out
he
was
traffic of this country, and much censure has been pro- weighing 1,200 pounds,the
was soon ready to mount.
and
nounced upon American railway systems therefor. But Haldy recognized
old master and actually work.-his
Chicago
Tribune has discovered that the conditions
the
complained of by American shippers exist also In other his ears backwards and forwards with pleasure as he
was being saddled.
The foreman stripped down to a
countries. The Tribune recently said:
pair of overalls and a Jacket, kicked off his boots,
They are found in Kngland.
A correspondent of
oft his hat and heading the old horse 100 yards
the Iiondon Times says: "So inadequate are the re- threw
sources of some of the English railway companies that above the head of the Island, Jumped him into twenty
many colleries are losing time and steel works are being feet of water. They went down together as if a stone
the boys groaned In dismay and swore that a good
shut down In the Midlands, notwithstanding heavy or- and
cowboy had been sacrificed, all for the sake of a measly
der books, because the railway companies are unable to kid. After
a few seconds old Iluldy and his rider came,
move the output from the pits or to supply the furnaces
to the surface again, well out in the stream consider
with fuel." Matters are not quite so bad as that in th? ably
below where they had Jumped off.
ITnited States.
The officers of the overworked English
Then the old horse took a brace on himself an
roads say the locomotive plants cannot provide the ad- swimming
with only his nose out of the water, head
Only a short time
ditional engines that are needed.
ago there was serious traffic congestion on the Italian ed bravely for the Island. Just as it seemed the trip
De
made without mishap, a big cottonwood
roads.
These roads are mostly operated by the gov- would
ernment, which help to explain their inability to hand'e trunk which had caught in the undertow butted In
freight satisfactorily, but the French lines, which ate and knocked the horse's pins from under him. Then
operated by private companies, were also unable to they went down out of sight and again every ono
meet the demands of shippers. In view of all the facts thought the race had been run. They came to the
again, both blowing muddy water out of their
it must be admitted that the men who manage the surface
American railroads are not the only sinners.
They mouths and noses. Within half a dozen more strokes
seem to have been to a certain extent the victims of the end of the island was nearly reached and then a
conditions which obtain in both Europe and the Vnfted strong swirl of water lapping around the land's end,
ook the horse off his feet again and started him driftStales.
ing down stream.
The current swung horse and rider against ths
bank with some overhanging
willows which were
AND SO THAW IS SANE
swung himself onto the bank
After a harrowing trial lasting over two months, grasped and the rider
to the bridle and running down
Thaw is at last sane. The court has so held, backed In safety. He hung
up by the finding of u lunacy commission which may stream a few yards soon found a landing. The llttl.out
to
Arapahoe
to
be
an
kid
turned
Indian
and
true
reThe public is
or may not know what It Is doing.
lieved to hear that Thaw is sane. It would have been life was awfully hungry, but unhurt, save where mag
equally relieved to hear that he was insane. All the pies had picked holes in his back. He was at least
Outside of the filth un- three years old. His mother had been caught in the
public wanted was a change.
earthed by the rancid testimony, which was nauseating liver three or four clays before and she and her hors?
The cowpuncher took the pap- In the extreme, the public was not greatly interested in had been drowned.
poose
arm, remounted and struck out
his
left
under
the trial of Harry Thaw for the killing of Stanford
for shore where he arrived safely fuTly half a mile
White.
It Is not new to the public that fcueh rotten char- below camp. Field und Farm.
acters as White appeared to have been existed. It was
not the tirst time that such a man has been shot and
CULTIVATION OF PEANUTS
$
killed under such circumstances.
The only unusual
feature to the case was the gorgeous settings of wealth
IN RYAN'S CONGO EMPIRE
which rendered such an affair all the less excusable.
Whether Thaw was sane, whether he was Insane,
whether he had brain storms, whether he was simply a
When Thomas F. ltyan interests himself in any
old blooded murderer, or whether he was carrying out enterprise he Is more than likely to get everything out
a
"unwritten law," does not greatly interest of it that can be made to yield a pi old, says
the public. Men who live filthy lives and butterfly exYork Tribune. When he acquired the "0,000 acres
istences of wealth, thank iod, are still In the minority In the Congo district It was generally supposed that
In this country. For those who do, "the mills of Oo'J he would be satisfied with the gold, cupper and rubgrind slowly, but they grind exceeding small."
Th ber in sight there.
Hut Mr. ltyan, as a Virginian,
public really does not care whether or nut Thaw is sane knows the potentiality of rich soli, and as there would
or Insane.
be many thousands of idle acres In the Congo principality which he had acquired, and as this idle l.nnl
The Indianapolis News is authority fur the state- would not yield any of the three great crops from
ment that in the oldest Human calendars in which the which the greater put t ot his profit was supposed to
year was represented as consisting of ten months of Ir- come, he determined, to put it to practical use.
regular length, April stood first, with thirty-si- x
days t
Virginia is a great peanut slate. The soli condiIts credit. This was the Alban calendar. In the calen- tions in Mr. It an's Congo domain are peculiarly well
dar of Komulus this month had the second place. fitted for peanut culture. The best pitying grade of
Numa's twelve-mont- h
calendar assigned It the fourth peanuts that come from the Virginia market are
place, with twenty-nin- e
.lays. So u remained until
Jumbo variety, a large, rich nut, aboundlio;
reformation of the year by Julius Caesar, when It re- In oil and general
nutrition.
covered its former thirty days, which ll lias since reMr. it.van is going to raise Jumbo peanuts In
tained. April Is commonly suppose! t,i derive its name
property.
peanuts
will
Theso Jumbo
from the Ijitlu "Aperlo" t"l open" i as marking the bring a big price In this market, and will be Instrullino when the buds of tile trees and Mowers open. If mental in breaking many a corner as now engineered
this were the case, it would make April singular among by the shellers in Mr. Jtyun's own state.
Men witn
the months, for the name of none of the rest, us desig all technical agricultural knowledge i.f the matter have
nated In Ijilin, has any reference to natural conditions been sent to the Congo,
or circumstances.
There is not the lea-- l probability In
Probably the most used pca.uit is what is called
the idea.
the Spanish, an oft hoot of what used to be exclusively
grown in Spain. This is the little round peanut s
The .Meadow I'ity has good prospects of securing t much used for salting. In Virgania, the greater pari
dour, sasli ami box factory. The 1'ltizen heartily wishci of Ihe crop grown there is called Spanish No. I When
New Mexico needs develop- the crop is short there, the original Spanish is imsuccess to the enterprise.
ment of her mines, the cultivation of her lields and tic ported from Spain, but, in fact, it Is grown In northupbuilding of her cities by multiplication of factories ern Africa. The conditions of tlu Virginia, soli Make
Almost every new one will bring another, if not In the it superior for this nut over any other section in th.
same town at least in the territory. Albuquerque need world, except the Congo district.
a sugar factory, a creamery and a cement factory
The Jumbo variety brings the highest pine, how
They may be loo big for us to swing just now. Inn they ever, ami naturally it was that variety that Mr. Kyan
will come, and it is none too soon to think about then selec ted for ills el op. He will later grow the Spanish
and look out for them.
peanut. Ahich, although cheaper, lias a greater sal-.- '
than the Jumbo.
lint .Mr. ltyau's advisers, knowini
The I .iik Vegas optic suys that "the buieuu of
that the Juuibo would have the greater sale if the
will meet on next Monday, April s, at whn.i price weie lower, have advised him to try that grade
lime a new secretary will be elected
In selecting l lir.--t.
An. I that is tile glade that Mr. ltyan will gro.v
man to till a.: office of uch great Import to the eiiUi" In the Ci.agu
and t'loin Ihe proceeds thereof
territory the members should exerc ise I he most care- be hopes i i 1. able to pay no inconsiderable part of
ful Judgment. It is not a position to be bandied about Ihe expci, i of ihe working of his rubber plantations
as a reward for political fuvors or for the purpose of gold mines and copiwr enterprises.
It Is said that Mr
building up i. party machine. Some well known resl- - ltyan will go to the Congo before very long.
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His Itiislncss Was Slack.

The Cub's Corner
Ilobinson Crusoe. Danny Mac,
What you goln' to do when "your
purse gets slack,
" 'Twas my Idee
For my man Friday
lo draw his pay from the Immigration sack."
Sympathise With Danny.
Ta.lk about a complexity of worries.
How would you like to be frazzled to
the ragged edge of uncertainty over
In a
Whether VAIl il:ireil til Ititltilo-little territorial pork, and at the same
ume worrtea to ueatn ror rear it
wouldn't be offered to you?
Say, you Itufus Hastus, why is lan-n- y
Maepherson like a kernel of popcorn ?
"What's dat, Why Is Danny Maepherson like a kernel of popcorn?"
"Yassur, dat's what I said."
"Dat's easy. Itecause he goes up In
the nlr und turns wrong side out
when he's roasted."
"Now I'll give you one. Why Is
Danny Maepherson like a eskeemo?"
"Ha, I guess anybody could answer
dat. Pccause he likes to have de
pork burrul open de year round'."
A Danny Dialogue.
This morning when I started out to
for news the first man I met
said: "Is It true that Danny Maepherson and little boy Hennlng are going
to run the Immigration Bureau all by
their lonesomes?"
"Gee," I thought, there's a good
story. "I'll Just go and get an Interview from Danny." 1 got It all right:
"Daniel Absalom Maepherson, of
the Albuquerque Morning Jaugernaut,
when seen by a reporter today, Bald:
you
blankety
blank
my
seat
blank
man Friday
blankety
blank
"
sklddoo!'
That don't look just right. I had
it all verbatim, but the proof-reade- r
did some things to it.
At the Minstrel Show.
0
The ltd urn of the Housefly.
How does the house-fl- y
return in the
Spring?
With a zing.
And a swing.
And a wing and a lling and a sting.
And a creep und a leap and a sweep
With a stir and a whirr.
And a throng and a song,
And a crowding and clouding,
And breeding and feeding,
And hatching and scratching.
And soiling and spoiling,
And crawling and falling,
And cleaning and screening,
Defacing anil tracing,
Invading and raiding,
Distracting, exacting,
And sailing and scaling and trailing.
And scaring and sharing nnd daring.
And Hocking ami shocking nnd mocking,
And munching
and bunching and
lunching.
Ami drumming ami humming
ami
thrumming,
Advancing and prancing and dancing,
Dismaying and straying and preying,
Inspecting, dissecting, infecting,
And flying nnd spying and trying and
prying,
And Stain U'.b. campaigning, profaning,
remaining,
Alighting and biting and spiting and
fighting,
And pouring nnd roaring from ceiling
to flooring
In cottage of peasant or castle of king
And this way the house-ll- y
returns in
the Spring.
liy Stuart Maclean.
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Call and See Them.

Albuquerque, New Mex.
GLEO KACKLEY

10 per cent.

EXPERT TAILOR,

CLEANER,

PRESSER

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

110 West Gold

A small cash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a 5

The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

room house, with bath.

Chickering & Son's Piano

CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armijo Building.
REALTY

The OMpilsltc tone and high quality of workmanship and flni-.have
combined to imiko these famous instruments the universal choice
of
mse who know.
li

1 1

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

We always did take pride
in having a nice,
clean, fresh

124 South Second

Cracker

If There

1$

Dearer To

.AnyHiin

and
t

Cake Stock

yfr-- ?

'

We also take pride in
V

selling lots of them.

lr?kL V "1

AI.Hl'QVFKQrR

CASH
COMPANY.

GRO-C'KK-

,

Ave. Phone, 206
HOMtm H. WARD. Mgr.

PLiVNING MIXX.
SUPERIOR
vjicIj' rITT MK.W ltlMHlv lUIIMIlNd

,

taypossibjx.
Dei

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone

SS

COAL
BE8T CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
PER TON
19-5-

WOOD
SnHHBBBIW

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND 12.75
FOR

John

S.

502 SOUTH

fooooooooooo

Iioor screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screen that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at ths

vs

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

Highland Livery

eastern-mad-

CI

Y

315 Marble

FIjY SCREENS

v

Mf

Tf?miJV.

JL!

Scaler

We know that price helps
to sell them, so we offer 3
packages of Lindquist or
Inerseal City Sodas for25c
all this week and next.

tiii: i'itoi i:s.si.

00O00000OO000

NJ

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

SOCIAL DANCE
waitress from the Alvarudo dined
at y.ciger's cafe a few days ago. and
when she paid the waiter, left a tip EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
of ten cents beside her plate.
A7 TNC
"Oh. no," said the gallant young
man of the apron. "1 can't do that." COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
He knew who she was.
"i h, yes you can," said the girl.
ladies Free
"Oh. no I can't" rejoined the boy, Admission FOc
and he tinned Lis back and walked
away.
The girl would not be repressed,
so she put the dime under the plate.
Tile waiter returned when she had
gone and explained to the several
pcclalty. Itest
a
Saddle 1.1 llorsr.s
people in the restaurant, who had .l,.l.O..C
111,,
,ltlof
Proprietor
witnessed what had taken place, by "Sadic," the picnic wagon.
saying that lie couldn't take tin
money.
"Vou see, we recognize the
112 John Street
profession."
The dime became bis property,
how ever.
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlien.
A

AUTOMATIC
Principles.

llttlltlllltttMI

Wide Anakn Albuquerque.
"You certainly have some energetic
business men here," said A. L. Sanders, a tourist from New York cily,
as he boarded the limited for Cali"I stopped off
fornia yesterday.
here a couple of days to see the city.
I
The evening came In I telephoned a
lively stable to have a team at the
The folhotel for me the next clay.
lowing morning 1 was approached by
a man who said he understood I expected to take in the sights of in"
city and that he had a nice line of
kodaks that he would be pleased to
have me select one from lo take some
pictures. I am not a kodak fiend,
but when he mentioned it. the idea
struck me as a good one, and I rented
a camera and had the satisfaction of
taking some pictures of your city for
myself.
The young man had the pictures deve loped and printed for me
before left the city, and the Incident
helped to make my stay a pleasant
I
one.
learned that the kodak man
bad .secured my name at the livery
stable.
The idea Is a new one to me,
and it struck me as another example
of the hustle and ingenuity of we
niericans."

H.
STRONG
STRONG BLOCK

REFRIGERATORS

look

:: OUR DAILY

L

See Our Green Mallaca

mi

Beaven

FIRST STREET.
WlIlLiins'Indiun HIU
SDr.
cure liMnct
una
l.chuij
Plus. liuLttiori'stbetuuictrj

SSSI.ia
nonliU'e, .riveg instunt re
Dr. ft aauuis'Ind'Hiil'ile cj.nlnient Wpreimrc U lor Piles unci 1K b.
Kve.-intf nf itin private puri8.
but it
wurritnie,!. liy drawtfistii,
uttiii on re
li
t of pri'C Ml renti huJ fl.iw. WiLLHM
kUUfCTURING CI : Itoim.. it veWi. uio
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft SON.

S

let.

i:l

Ui:X Yor WANT TO
Hll.b
eat with enjoyment and kerp well,
provide yourself with rolls ..r hrf-nthe best kind, the kind we bake
fresh every day. If you h.iven't teen
in line with the wise ones order by
phone If you like.

PIONEER BAKERY,
307 South

First Slrwt.

I KE S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAL- TOX"S Dltl ti STORE.
PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
If you wsnt riu'.is in Mrertlitog,
trv la Evening Cult en want ad.
STORE.
FEE'S

"

ARE

MRS. B. K. ADAMS SUC-

10

CUMBS

TUBER- -

OUI OF BUSINESS
I

Four Close at Blsbee in One
Day- - License Is Too

Evening-

Will Be

-Remains

Shipped to Indiana.

'it

Hie
After an ilium lMpshm
greater part of two years, Hr.t declln-I- n
guild then improving nnd declining
agaJn, Km, Toynette Adams, the beloved wife of It. K. Adams, died lust
evening at the home, in the second
story of the W. W. Strong building, at
the corner of Went Railroad avenue
and Fifth street, where Mr. Adam
has an undertaking establishment.
Tuberculosis wan the cause of her demise.
Mr. and Mrx. Adams, with their little daughter, the latter live years old,
came to Albuquerque a year ago last
January for the benelit of Mr.
She Improved for n
Adam' health.
while, as nhe hud done In La Vegas
the year previous, when she had
stopied there for a time, but it was
not for very long.
The disease had
taken too strong a hold on her frail
constitution and gradually she Rrew
worse, day by day, until Tuesday she
became so bad that she was unable
to leave her bed.
Jonesboro,
Un. Adams was born in
years ago, and her
Ind., thirty-thre- e
maidejB name was Toynette Whltson.
The remains will be shipped to the
old Indiana home for burial tomorA short funeral service will
row.
be conducted over the body at home
at 7:30 o'clock this evening, Rev. ltol-lin- s
presiding.
Though on account
of her Illness Mrs. Adams was not
able to go out much during her stay
in the idly, she left many friends
who regret her departure and feel the
deepest sympathy for the bereaved
husband and motherless little daughter.

lireene Con
Santa Fe Copper

$ S5K.55
Shortage
High.
The Pettee report was ordered Hied
and the auditor Instructed to proceed
further with an Investigation to show,
Hlsbee, April f. The diMslic liquor If possible, w hut lias become of the
legtwenty-fourtapparent shortage.
h
law passed by the
islature nnd which is already In effect
I'n-dIs beginning to produce results.
this statute the license for saloons EQUALIZATION BOARD
was altered from $200 per annum,
payable quarterly to $300 per annum.
payable In advance. As a result HlsHOLDS SPECIAL MEETING
bee is already in possession of four
less saloons than it had a week no
and will soon have less yet. The sa
loons of the lower class located In the MTFUVINOHS
APPOINTED FOR
sporting district of the city have
K.I.I. IHSTISICTS.
Mil 1.81
failed to pay their licenses anil those
which have not already quit business
J. F. Hlnkle. senior member of the
will have to discontinue today, ns
their prlviledges expire at midnight. new territorial board of equalisation,
An additional feature of the new law has called a spei lal meeting of that
Is that where the old one ullowed board to meet In Santa Fe on April
women to frequent saloons In the red 22. for the purpose of taking into
light district they are now forbidden consideration and llxing values on
It Is bank stock for taxation for the presto enter any Saloon whatever.
expected that out of the many liquor ent fiscal year. In accordance with
stores formerly In operation In the lo- the provisions of the new law passed
cality referred to but one will remain by the assembly In such matters
and this one will be compelled to known as council bill No. 42. The
obey the provisions of the new law. members of the board are: It. J.
Among the places closed are several Palen, Santa Fe; J. F. Hlnkle,
K. V. Chaves,
that have been in operation for years
Albuquerque,
and which have become well known. Frank P. Jones, Silver City; Hilton
These Include, the Thistle, the Palace T. Letts. Cimarron; Martin Iohmun,
and the Auditorium. Over in Lowell, Las Cruces, and K. A. Mlera, Cuba.
the Hubb, Little Club and the Night
olary Public Appointed.
Hawk are already out of business.
e
L. A. Rousseau, of Kstancla,
The list also Includes the oldest escounty, has been appointed a
tablishment of Its kind in the city re- notary public by Uovernor Hager-man- .
cently known as the Orient ami which
for twenty
has been In operation
Two Artesian Well Districts ami
years under various names. The latTheir SiiM-- Isorn.
ter place alone employed some llfty
iovei'ior Hagi rman
Issued a
hands. The firm which run the place proclamation abolishing has
the old arteit Is said will engage in the real es- sian well district composing
the countate business either here or at some ties of Chaves, F.ddy and Roosevelt,
other point In Arizona.
and dividing the Pecos valley Into
two districts.
W. A. Wilson, of
IT SPltKLKI I.IKF.
and Harry E. Mull, of Artesla.
A 111 MOl. Ill'T
are appointed as the supervisors for
the terms of two years each, comHe was walking down Rail- mencing April 1. 1907.
Artesian
road avenue yesterday afternoon
well district No. 1 Is composed of
when something that sparkled
Chaves
and
Roosevelt
counties and
brightly out in the street caught
district No. 2 comprises Kddy count;'.
his eye. He stoppeil and studiedy
It a minute then walked
toward the spot where it
GUADALUPE COUNTY
seemed to lay. A few steps took
him from the point of view
where the sparkling could be
DISTRICT
COURT
seen and all attempts to locate
the elusive "shiner failed. The
man strode back to the sidewalk
and fidgeted ubout until he again
The special term of the Cuadalupe
found his former position. Sure
county court which convened at Sanenough, there out in the street,
ta Rosa on March 18th, and which is
was the same elusive sparkle.
just drawing to a close, has been a
P.y this time several people had
busy one and promises to result In
stopped to watch the mnn who
permanent service to the cause of
was so Intent upon nndlng that
good government in that portion of
diamond that he did not notice
Judge Mann presided
the territory.
them. Again he walked Into tie
and the grand Jury during its ten
street, pointing his linger straight
days' of service has returned forty
before him In a direct line with
true bills and twelve no true bills. In
the spot he wanted to tind and
its final report it calls attention
to
with his eyes fairly glued upon
needed Improvements in the court
that sparkle. Presto! The sparkle
jail
house
and
and
makes
various
disappeared again.
The man
recommendations for the benefit of
sank upon his knees and began
the community. Very little civil busifeeling carefully In the dust.
ness
has come before the present sesThis attempt failed. A friend
sion, almost the entire time having
approaohed 'him. "What are you
been given to criminal matters.
The
looking for?" he asked. The
following convictions and sentences
man explained. "Maybe Its a
were
recorded:
diamond," he added. Together
Willie Wood, rape, one year and six
the two men returned to the
months;
Charles McFarland, forgery
the
sidewalk.
Sure enough,
two years; F K. Sparks, receiving
as
sparkle shown as brilliant
goods,
six months and one day;
stolen
ever from the street.
L. I!. Elliott, larceny, two years; Ha"You stand right here nnd
Sernii,
muli
assault
with dealy weapeyes
off that
don't you take your
on, six months and one day: Vlctori-au- o
glim," said the tirst man to his
Montoya. drawing deadly weapon,
l'rlend.
Til go out and you
y
$550 and costs; Ceorge Ramsdale.
show me where it is." This
from railroad cur, two years;
wns agreed upon. The
Jose Leon Padllla. larceny of a horse,
first man walked Into the street.
one year; Victorian" 'haves, handling
"Stop right there naw you're
deadly weapon, thirty days in the
clear off come a. little closer
county Jail and costs.
right there a little to the right
In the cases of Ijilioiio Lucero, for
again now
nope missed
It
larceny of neat cattle, and Ueorge
right there."
These directions
Easton,
for burglary, the juries rewere called from the sidewalks
turned verdicts of not guilty, M. C.
while the little man in the street
de Itaca. of Las Vegas, defending in
movd his hands hither and tliit'h-e- r
each case.
A good sled
In the dust.
In the matter of the territory
crowd had collected by this time.
against llessie Harr. charged with
"There you are come closer
murder,
the case was contlnueu owing
getting
warm nope
you're
to a disagreement of the Jury. A moyou're loo far to the west there
tion for a new trial in the Harney
right then;- - now vou've got
(Jreer embezzlement case is still unIt."
der consideration by the court. Hreer
The man in the street was red
Is the man who was found guilty of
111
the face, his tie 'had slipped
robbing a Rock Island train just afup on his collar and tiis hands
ter the wreck near Conant last year.
were covered with the dust of the
Lee ami Tom Carroll, charged with
street. At the orders of the man
the larceny of neat cattle, are at preson the sidewalk he closed
his
ent before the court and are putting
lingers over a little hard sub
up an able defense.
stance in the dust. Then he stood
Judge Mann and District Attorney
erect, a victorious sm'le delug
Meclien are being highly complementing his countenance. He brushed
ed on the manner In which they are
the dust from the palm of .his
clearing the court dockets and for the
hand and eyed 111 llnd closely.
great saving In court costs which
Suddenly he gave a disgusted
their skillful work is bringing about.
snort, threw the find into the
street and walked away.
"What was it?" some one in
E
P RIPLEY
the crowd asked curiously.
"The diamond hunter turned
fiercely. "Glass," he said angrily.
rides' in upper
(ilass glass that s all glass
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lar-cin-

Oraoha, April 5. Cattle receipts,
1.500. Market steady. Western steers
$3.26 v 6.25; Texas steers $;t.00'ii 4.25;
cows and heifers $2.25 ' 4.40; dinners BISBEE'S
$2.003.00; stockers and feeders $3.00
W'6.00; calves $3.00;r 7.00; uulls $2.80
(D4.40.
SHORT IN ACCOUNTS
Sheep receipts 3000. market steady.
Tcttrlings $6.0oii 7.00; wethers $5.76
r6.S6; ewes $5.uo$i5.V; lambs $7.25
ft K.tH.
SPKCIAI, Al IHTOIl (IIIXKS IT
SMOKTAOi: OF 8.rH.55 IX
Produce Market.
TIU'STF.F. AC4'Ol NT.
Chicago, April 5. Closing quota-- t
ions:
liisbee, Ariz., April r. The repoit
Wheat May 77ft; Julv
of Special Auditor
Frank l'ettee,
Com May 46ft; July 46''..
handed in at last night's meeting of
oats- May 42 "Vi; July 37.
Pork May $16.12Vs July $9. 02ft. the city council, Inshows a shortage
the disbursements
unaccounted for
Ijird May $8.92 ft; July $9.02
of
John S. Taylor, In hn
Klbs -- .May $8. 62ft; July $8.80.
of
the
ottleial capacity as trustee
townsite patent of the city of Ills-be- e
Money Market.
.amounting to $858.55. An Ine
New Yolk, April 5. Prime
paper Mi 6ft; silver 6 4 7i, vestigation into the accounting rendered by Taylor has been ordered by
money on call easy 2H3s.
the council and It is expected that the
next regular monthly meeting of the
St. Ixniis Wwil Market.
5
St. Louis, April
Wool steady; council will develop either explanaunchanged.
tions on the part of the former executive head of the lily, or show
6
New York, Lead dull 'j 6.15; cop- wherein error, if any there is, lies,
per dull 24 ft 'ji 25.
it is the opinion of certain members
of the city council that the discrepSpelter Market.
ancy exists only owing to the laxity
St. lmis. April 5. Spelter lower, of the former trustee of the town-sit$
7.
rather than any real shortage
It is expected that the speclil Inves.NOTICE FOH PUBLICATION.
tigation will show this.
Department of the Interior, Land OfIt cost to run the city during the
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
month of March Just closed the sum
Feb. 28. 1907.
of $488.50, an shown in salaries puld
Notice Is hereby given thut Vlcentt and bills rendered.
llerrera. of Chlllll, N. M., has filed
city marshal's collections for
notice of his Intention to make final theThemonth of
March totaled lor all
tive-yeproof in support of hl accounts $9,009.16.
claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No.
A brief opinion of Uond Attoiiuyj
750, made December 31, 1901, for
Dillon and Hubbard, of New York,
the the SE'4 SWft and lot 5, See. 6. throws
a favorable light on the proband NEft NWft and lots 1 and 2,
Sec. 7, Township 8 N, Hange 7 E. able validity of the bond issue.
night's city council meeting
and that said proof will be made be- wasLast
alow to get down to business, the
fore II. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on absence of Messrs. Shattuck and
causing a lack of quorum.
The
April 6. 1907.
late appearance of Alderman ShatHe names the following witr.ekae
to prove his continuous residence up- tuck, however, placed the v body in
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz: shape to do business.
Following the auditing of accounts
Francisco Garcia. Lus Martin,
and salaries, which shows the curItel
and
Herrera,
all
ol
Itnaclo
. hilill,
N. M.
rent expenses for running the city
MANUEL H. OTERO,
for the inoiiili of Ma roll to total
$4 88 ."n, the reiMivt of Special AudiRegister.
There will be a regular meeting ol tor Funk Pitt, e, commissioned 1)
OR

-

l,

conll-dentl-

127', 4

Iii2

l:

r

3
X2

LIvcslcM-k-

2.837.2.1

Tor-lanc-

Copper limine
r,6
Olrl Dominion
North Hutte
H3i
Hutte Coal
27a
Summary of Conditions.
New
York, April .1. American
to
be
Hocks in London heavy,
low parity.
market In London cheerful
iineral
and higher.
Indications all point to easier money
conditions 'here and abroad.
Western railroad labor difliculties
settled.
Slightly easier demand for stock In
loan crowd.
Increased demand for short time
railroad notes at better prices.
Krle pays 7 per cent for $"i,i00.Q0Q
note Issue.
turned by its one-yeLondon expects early reduction in
Hank rate.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April 5. Cattle receipts,
liOO. Market steady, lieeves 1 4 2 Si1
6.70; now 1 .8 iv 5.00; heifers $2.75
05.40; calves $5.25 r) 7.50; good to
prime steers $5.5or6.70; poor to medium $4.256i 5.40; Htoekers and feeders Il.85M5.00.
Sheep receipts 6000, market strong,
to ten and llfteen cents higher. Western $4.50 f(i 6.65; yearlings Sfi.GOii
7.50; lambs $6.25 08.30; western $6.50
OihuIih

$3,695.78
In

Hos-wel-

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

1

Hook balance
Actual balance as shown
bank account

Ro3-wel-

!M
127
97
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berth

Mrs. E. P. Ripley, wife of the presi-

dent of the Santa Fe system, occupied
an upper berth In a standard sleeper
on the limited
train that passed
through the city for the east last
night. Mr. Ripley did not travel in
a private car for the reason that the
engine was unable to pull an extra
coach. The entire train had been Bold
out before Mrs. Ripley decided to go
east, w here she w as culled on account
of the illness of a near relative, but
an upper berth in one of the Pullmans was provided for the wife of
the magnate. Mrs. Ripley had been
slopping at Santa Rarbara.
Ill J ATIII.KTKS AT 'I'll III- TF.F.vni i(i:.imi:t jii:i:t.
N.
iirooklyn,
Y.,
April 5. The
armory of the thirteenth regiment is
the best equipped of all In the Flitted
States for holding athletic games,
having a track six laps to the mile.
The various regiments have sent their
largest and most powerful teams,
Prinstein, Frank,
Hogan, Hillman,
Sheppard, Nelson. Robertson, 1 la son
and Ncbrich will be seen on the track
in the tournament now in progress,
ami Devinne and Cameron, of the
13th and bill regiments respectively,
will figure prominently in tu. hjcyc'le
events.
TWO CF.NTS A MILK NOW
LAW IN I'K.WhVI.VAMA.

H.'irrisburg, Pa.. April 0. Uovernor
Stuart today signet a bill making the
niuxinium rate of fare on the railroads within this state two cents a
mile.

ar

De-vi-

Au-ell- o

rrrm.

Folding

FINA I

MAKE

Go-Ca- rt

Jurymen Seem to Lament the Fact
That They Couldn't Find Anything to

WEtersareforheadquarGo-Car-

Much Space to

Critcise-Devo- te

Land and Acequias.

go-car-

Tre Elks' club room committee announces that all out of town patrons
wishing to reserve seats for "The
Elks Tooth." April 8 and 9, can do
so by advising Jtoy McDonald on or
before Saturday, date sale opens.

SI'Rlhi: for Futrelle's for barstoves, carpets,
gains in furniture,
linoleum anil window shades.
Corner Coal and Second.
o
To Chicken rtx tiers.
Maujurd'i Mills are selling good
wheat at $1 40 par 100 lbs.
Subscribe- - for Tltp CllUin ami get
J 4

The territorial grand Jury returned! commissioners, although a number of
for the present term this them appear to be evidenced by writmorning and was dismiss. ,i iy Judge ten pnpers signed by persons obtaining the use of the water. Such matAbbott Just before noon.
The gist of the report is as follows: ters ought to be put on the record to
avoid
In
the possibility of future mlsun- We have been
session on sixteen different days, during fifteen of derstandlng or groundless claims by
which we have had before us and ex such persons that they are owners of
amlned 1S7 witnesses. We have re- water rights in the acequla. Several
turned llfty Indictments an.i seven 'no Instances were reported to us of the
Imposition of flnes for the benefit of
bills.'
"We have made an examination of the acequla, of which no record Is
the county court bouse and Jail and found nor was It possible to ascertain
tind nothing to criticize in the way what Jiad become of the money thus
they are kept and cared for. As to the collected. The owners of the acequla
Jail, we find It In a clean, healthful ought to Insist upon better and more
methods.
and sanitary condition, and that it business-lik- e
still deserves the same high
praise
"We have also made some investithat tas given It by a grand Jury in gations of the mniuigenient of affairs
1906. Wc are confident it will cum of the grant of ibe town of Atrlsco.
pare favorably with any jail in the This Is one of the few grants In the
territory of New Mexii
Hiring the territory which has been Incorporated
last year repairs and improvements under the statute authorizing such
have been made in the county court corporations and is tiierefore of a
house, which has put it in a much public character,
From the lecords
better condition than formerly exist- we have examined it Is utterly iiupos- ed. We have discovered that in some slide to ascertain now much money
places repairs still are needed in the has been collected or Just how It has
foundation walls on the outside of the been disbursed and for what purposes.
court house. We notice also that the The grant was Incorporated In IS92
iron fence about the court house Is In and the record of the trustees show
a dclapltated condition, the gates benumerous lists of owners of Interest
ing broken.
This fence should be in the grant upon levies were made
promptly repaired and painted and but there Is no record showing how
we recommend that the county commuch was collected from such levies.
missioners take steps to that end. We It does appear that at one time the
also recommend to the commissioners corporation had become Indebted in
that as soon as practicable an addi- the sum approximating $1,000.00 and
tion be built to the county Jail, ns It that a moitgage was made of 12000
Is not adequate for our present needs acres of land for the purpose of payand will become less so as time goes ing the debt. The records do not
on.
We have visited and examined show for what purpose the debt was
the public ollices of the county and incure;!. I his mortgage was after
tind that the business Is being properward foreclosed unit the 12,000 acres
ly and economically conducted. The of land In the southwest corner of the
vaults In the offices of the clerk of 'grant, including valuable agricultural
llie district court and in the probate lands In the valley of Rio Puerco were
court are much too siniill, and many sold for $ I. SOU. It would seem as
valuable records of those offices nre though valuable property had been
stored in a room In the basement. The sacrificed for a small amount of
capacity of these vaults for these of-- j money.
flees should be at least doubled. We
"The - treasurer exhibited to us
m.e caoseu in ue summoned i.erore ,lun,her
for ,...,
the oavment of
.,.,, of orders
...
us a numoer or ine justices ot t lie
peace of the county with their rec- of the most of which no mention Is
ords, following a practice began by a made in the record of the proceedings
grand jury about a year ago. We nre of the trustees.
hlle It Is quite lm
convinced that the practice has hail possible for the records,
which have
beneficial results and In consequence been kept, even to approximate
the
thereof the records of the justices of amount of money received and dis
the peace have been better kept and bursed, yet we are satisfied that there
have been given closer and more must have been collected many thous
careful attention to the discharge of anils of dollars, of which a better
their duties nnd in some precincts the account should bo given. The remedy
criticism made by previous grand
this state of affairs Is not to be
juries have evidently had the effect for
found in any action of the grand jury,
of causing the election of more cap- All that we can
do Is to call public
able and sufficient Justices.
attention to existing conditions and
"We have also made Rome investi- the owners of the grant are the ones
gation as to the management of cer- who must apply remedy If they nre
tain of the public acequias In the not satisfied with the way their prop
county. Information hud reached us erty has been managed. The board
of the existence of serious dlssentlons of trustees Is elected once In three
and disputes among the owners of the years, on the tirst Saturday In Dft'
Pajarlto acequla, but we were as- cent her. The next election occurlng
sured by the commissioners of that In December, 1907. The law provides
Hcequla that all such disputes
had that the Justices of the peace of the
been amicably settled and that the precincts in which the land is sltunt
business of the acequla is being con- ed, shall appoint persons to hold the
ducted In a satisfactory and orderly election, but it Is defective In not pro
manner. We found the present method vldlng for public notice of the time
of keeping the records of the acequla and place of election.
The owners
commission and of the work perform- of the property,
however, should
ed by the owners to be much better make it their business to see that the
than those generally in the use of persons to act as election Judges are
such committees. We have also made appointed long enough before the time
some investigations as to the public, fixed by law for every one to know
acequla of the Ranchos de Atrlsco.' about It, that some convenient public
The records of this acequla are not In place be designated for the holding
a clear and satisfactory
condition. of the election. They can elect other
There appear to hae been numerous trustees if they are not satisfied with
transactions between the acequla com- the present ones. They may have
missioners and persons who have pur- other remedies but It Is clear that this
chased the right to use water for a grand Jury can do nothing to assist
single season, of which no mention Is them more than It now does by this
nidne In the official records of the report.
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over 40 styles to select
from. Our special offer for this week. No.
steel frame
900
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Urewster green, 8

er

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

T.'cw York Stocks.
May cotton
American Kugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
American Locomotive
Haltimore and Ohio
Itrooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pitcillc
Colorado Fuel
Chicago fSreat Western
Chicago Northwestern
Krle com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Facltlc
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Norfolk
Northern Paclllc
Ot No Ore Ctfs
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Kock Island com
Southern Paclllc
St. Paul
Southern Hallway com
Tenn Coal
Union Paclllc
U. S.
com
U. 8. 8. pfd

audit the accounts of the former
mayor and trustee of the city town-sitwas called for.
The figures
produced by the auditor caused n
to
look of surprised embarrassment
come over the faces of the city dads
n tin the interested spectators to lean
forward with keen Interest, for It np- -'
peared that former Mayor Taylor
was short tothe tune of $85. 55. The
report in detail follows:
$S,727.00
Total receipts
5.029.22
Total disbursements

EVENING

e,

'

Funeral at Home This

'ALBUQUERQUE

Its report

t,

inch wheels,

--

ber tires. Price

rub-

8

$3.00

i

ALBERT FA BUR'S
J. A. KREMIS

,

.,.

TRIMBLE INDICTED

ERS

Just before making its

final repoit

this morning the' grand Jury returned
an Indictment for murder against
Demeclo Herrera and one for burglary against Jordan Trimble.
Trimble is the man who broke into
the store of the llfeld company about
three weeks ugo. He pleaded guilty
to the charge.
Herrera pleaded not
guilty to the charge against him.
LOCAL

PAR

;it.PHS.

A marriage
was granted
license
yesterday afternoon to Thomas F.
Meyers and Nina Hiirron, both of A-

lbuquerque.
E. McRrian. formerly of this cily,
and who died at lioldlield, Xrv., will
lie brought to this city for Interment.
The remains are expected to arrive

here tomorrow.
It. E. Twltchell, general counsel for
the Santa Fe's western division, with
headquarters at Las Vegas, arrived In
(Albuquerque today o:i oil ii la
The remains of Mrs. Crabtree, who
died at Socorro, Wednesday, were
brought to this ci'y this morning and
are now being held at the Strong undertaking parlors awaiting word from
relatives of the deceased as to what
disposal tolnake of the body.
The following persons today appeared before 1'nited Slates Court
Commissioner Horaclo Otero, to make
llnal proof of their homestead en
Vincent)
Herrera, Nacariu
tries:
Chaves, Lorenz
Saaches, Pertillo
I,.
Sandoval,
Martini. and Lorenzo
Otero y Lueero.
night In Reil Men's hall,
Anona council No 1, I 'egree of Poca-- 1
Nfivajo tribe No.
hontas, entertain
3 and the Oeronimo club with a dance
and progressive high five. Mr. Martin KFyau carried oft the gentlemen's
flrnt prize, and M . Sam T. Millar reMiss
ceived the consolation prize.
Elsie Keller received '.he ladles' tirst
prize, and Mrs. ollah jetting the conLuucneon was then
solation prize.
served and Anona council No. I was
declared a worthy hostess.
The Prlii- of Health.
"The price of health in a malarious
district is just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. Kli.g's N-- w
Life Pills."
writes Ella Ski ton, of Noland, Ark.
New IJfe Pills cli inse gently and Impart new life and vigor to the system. 25c. S I'i-- f i' tin; guaranteed at
all druggists.
1
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DRUGS,

COMFECnOHEBY,

323 South

N".

PI.

STATIONERY

Smcond Stremt

ANDRUS

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler
Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.
Inspector A. T. & S. F. R, R.
110 West Gold Ave.

Watch

TO

SHR1N-

THE

jjChas. L. Keppeler
DEALER IN

AWNINGS
K 317

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . -

Urtder Havoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

-

COAST

G

Kelilui'ky Against lllo World.
Kentucky Is up in arms, ami Chi is
tian county especially, over the claim
that the most beautiful woman In
America Is a resident of the Windy
City. Kentucky Is known us the habi
tant of beautiful women, ami their
surpaslng loveliness has made the
state
noted all over the civilized
glob)'.
Ami then, in a state bearing
a
reputation, no part of it ca
such
lay claim to more perfect feniinin
beauty than run Christian county.
and the Kentucky New Era propose
to hold up, first, the claim of our
own county, and, second, of the state,
in proving false the arrogant claim.
- Hopkinsvllle (Ky.) New Era.

samplks

onvenience - Comfort - Security
. The telephone makes the

fxcrai

YOU NEllD A TELEPHONE

F. Tomei & Brothers w.r.
Albuquerque' Leading Tailors
Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.
Order J'.arly.

k.

YOUTH

Opinion

IIOSfB

Is Divided

regard to some things,
never
us to the exeellence of the but
meat sold
'if this market.
In

Chops, Steaks, Roasts,
or anything; else which you buy from
us and we deliver to you can be set
uowr as a settled fact that they're
he best to be had. For healthy meat
i!forrecl Ir,ocs' patronise this mar- -

The Champion Grocery Co.
MATTEUCCI
622-02- 1

W.

Tljeras

nnos.

Ave.

Phone 81.

OBREADO

.1

mm
f

AU.

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

FRENCH BAKERY

fRESHv'TASTY

pnotictco
S.

av

PATENT.J

J.

C.

13ALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wear
longest, most economical; full measure.
PAPER Always In stock.
BUILDING
Plaster. Lime, Cement.
Paint Olass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FUIST STREET AND COAL AVE. AUsL'Ql'EItQl'E. XE
HfEX.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

th

l'iace Ymir

IX

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ALWAYS

Cily ami return 11111.2., April
2".lli to May IMUi. l imit July 31.
.1. K. PI ltlY, Ag. iil.

Mevli--

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

.duties lighter, the caret loss
nil the worries fewer.

nMiiK,

off regbound for rugs. One-thir- d
ular price. Futrclle Furniture Co.

mnj

and 319 South Second Street I

Where to Dine Well

From May 1st to 4th, Inclusive
fourteen ,f the largest temples In the
1'uitcd States, Including Mecca Temple, New York City,
Lu Temple
of Philadelphia,
Kismet Temple of
Itrooklyn unci Mediiiali of Chicago, ns
well as other temples from other large
cities, traveling in special trains en
route to Ixis Angeles to the Imperial
Session of the Mystic Shrine will all
stop over In Albuquerque from two
lo eight hours each.
I ID'
are lnaiwug
local
eiirincrs
great preparations to entertain these
fXnlilcH ami their ladle and to Hid in
defraying the expenses (if such en
tertainment they will on the evening
of Wednesday. April loth, give a ball
at Colombo hall, to w li:cii ull memare
bers of tin- - Masonic fraternity
cordially Invited.
or
nest
one
Is
opportunities
the
This
presented so far to f)iow our city to a
desirable class of people who will
ay from 4,'HIO to
number all the
5, nun persons.

hpi:t

PATENTS,

,i,

PILMGRIMAGE OE

FOR

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

ALttUQUEIlQUE

rAGE SIX.

nni n
Trinnrnn
IhII.HhWN Hill II
ILflUIILIlU

will prove

IIULU

ASSOCIATIONS

i

THIS WEEK

!

Chicago Believes Wheat Crop
Tromlses Yield Average of
Several Years Past.

no small factor in il
luht with the Hill Interests, mid
greatly Increase the usefulness of the
Spiik.ine International service, which
II hus recently perfected.
The new
gives It il direct line
.i raricetnent
between St. l'aul ami Minneapolis
nml l'ort Intnl. Ore., which will lie
very much shorter than any of Its
competitors, it hii sinned an agreement with the Oregon Hallway ami
Navigation company hy which the
Pacific secures running
Canadian
rights over their tracks from Spokane to Portland, thus acquiring direct connection with the Pacific port.
The Canadian Paclllc route from St.
Paul to Portland Is 1,M3 miles, as
compared with the (Ireat Notrhem's
I. nil miles, and H.nr,;! Iy the Northern Pacific, anil It will traverse a
rich freight country through which
the greater part of the route. Hall-roa- d
control of the Oregon
and Navigation company allowarrangement
to lie made.
ed the
VUTOKIA

BROOKLYN

OPEN FOR JUNE TRAFIC

! t

Canadian Steals March on Hill's
Roads and Gets Short Line St.
Paul to Portland.
fUirevepoi t. April

rt

II

!l
I

Tlusl-ne-

seven

ss

of Victoria
Men's association
have undertaken a great celebration
here today, and are supported by the
cotton exchange and the Hu Jness
This
Men's association of Victoria.
celebration is In honor of the recent action of congress providing for
the construction of the Intercoastal
canal and the opening to navigation
of the liuadalupe river as far up as
Public addresses will be
Victoria.
delivered by several members of
anil at least one of our Unipossibly both.
senators
ted States
an Im
The festivities open with
mense parade in the forenoon, comfloral
floats.
posed
of decorated
vehicles, brass hands, also lodges and
In
uniform.
organizations
other
from
Many
buslnes organizations
neighboring
cities are here, mid
openmaking it a redhot time. The
ing up of the liuadalupe liver Is considered an event of supreme importance, as It means that masters of
light craft may load their vessels
or other ports, and
at llalveston,
bring them right to the doors of
Many schoonVictoria merchants.
ers will ply regularly to the inland
towns.
con-gles- s,

te

two-trac-

--

.

Am-hurg-

DIGGING

FOR GRAFT
BUILT

IN

that spread

over the length and
breadth of this nation and form the
main channels for the trade and powerful prosperity of NO, 000,000 of people?
This is the most stupendous question of the day In economic politics.
It may be the Issue upon which the
next national campaign
turn
will
If the United States attempt to accomplish this colossal project It will
mean a cost to the government of
nearly $ 1 7,000, nao, 000.
Perhaps no man in the country Is
better fitted to discuss this matter,
basing his statements upon the most
experience, than Martin
nulhorative
A. Knapp, chairman of the Interstate
commerce commission.
If you. our readers, are thinking
about the American ownership of

Goes to China as Wife
of Mongolian.
Chinese arrived Mon
deporta-

tion on the Coptic, which sailed on
Tuesdav. Among them Is Vee Lung,
accompanied hy his white wife, who
was Miss Kminn Culver, a Ios Angeles missionary of good family, says
She
the San Francisco Chronicle.
On
calls herself Mrs. Frank Chew.
the way up from l.os Angeles she
Insisted on riding In the car with the
thirty-seve- n
Chinese, who were un
der the charge of live deputy fulled
States marshals.
On arrival here Vee Lung was
taken with the other Chinese to the
His wife went to
detention shed.
remain with friends in Oakland until
Tuesday, when, she said, she would
sail to China
with her husband.
Since It was ascertained
that Yee
was
Lung
to be deported for being
unlawfully in this country she has
never wavered In her Internum to g"
with him to his native land, where
she says she will do missionary work.
Yee I. ling Is a Christianized Chinese.

the latter part of February, and the
marriage caused no little interest at
The blond American
the time.
spent several days in the city with
her queer husband and then disappeared.
When next heard of she
and her husband were in l.os Angeles, where Frank Chew, which proved to be an alias, was being tried for
deportation under the name of Yee
I. ung.
The question now arises, was
the marriage legal If the groom went
through the ceremony under an assumed name?
The girl's parents, who live at Mi
nerva, Cal., endeavored in every way
possible to get the girl to give up the
Chluuman, but she was not to be
She would
shaken In her purpose.
go to China, if her Chinaman went,
and would be a missionary in the
Flowery Kingdom.
Hul what is
most to be regretted Is the thought
of the Immoral horrors she may be
driven to in China as the wife of a
hlnaman.

Sporting
The Canadian A. A. U. has rein
stated Iougboat, the famous Indian
sprinter.
Heported that pacer Nathan Straus,
03 'A, will be seen over the half-mil- e
tracks this season.
Yost has begun coaching foot ball
aspirants at Michigan for the Penn
sylvania game next fall.
Wonder If Gunner Molr will give
up his American trip since the over- helming defeat of Jack Palmer.
'N'other victim for Miko Schreck?
He is to meet John Willie, April 15
In a finish fight at Tonopah, Nev.
What to do with the Boston team
worrying the American magnates.

Since the death of Stub! the club Is In

deplorable shape.

May Sutton is going to England
this summer to attempt to regain
her title as International champion
woman tennis player.

Thus. Hughes, Washington player
must pony up $100 for playing with
the Logan Squares In Chicago while
he was under suspension.
Looks cheery for n good base ball
when the rival Cardinals and
Browns at St. Louis can draw a rec
onl crowd in an opening game.
seuson

Manager Chance announces that
Rlalne Durban Is to be a regular on
the Cubs' pitching staff. That makes
eight he has announced as regulars.

CUPITOL

I

Coach Ten Kyck Is optimistic over
the showing made by the Wisconsin
go against Syracuse May
30.
Ten Kyck s pa is coaching Sy
racuse.

r

PENNSYLVANIA'S NEW STA I i: CAPITOL AT HAHHISltl Mi
I'KNXSVLV IXIA TUVING TO FIND charges for "furnishings":
$27S.K09
OUT WHY fLOOO.IMHl KIMI'ICF. Marble wainscoting, etc
Hues, fireplaces, etc
21.237
COST $l;t,MHI.OIKI.
Hardwood parquetry flooring 14 2.412
Cement flooring
25.117
April
K.
17,664
IVuiikiI- - Telephone wiring
H.u
vanla's investigation of its iiiugniti- Curved panels, etc
8S9.840
rent new state capitol is on, und the 1 hermostats, etc
S9.40S
indications of graft in the 113,000,- -'
Most of these
furnlahiniM
0V edifice are overpowering.
supplied by John H. Sanderson, con
Is certainly starting off well
The building, which was estimated tractor, w ho let out the w ork to sub to Doulln
that extra $700. The first
nua contractors, some of w hom are testl timeearn
complete,
iu coai ii.uuo.uou
came
to the bat against the
he
more man inree iinies uiui tying that they sunnlled them at Philadelphia Athletics
u'
he made a
was spent Hikes redieulonslv
much. Over 18,000,000
r,
sending in two runs.
alone in "furnishing" It
mm puiu anaersou. Mere are sum-- )
It stands as a gorgeaua monument instances
This seems to be the "signal" era
of mismanagement and fraud, more
Painting
walls,
and decorating
buse bull.
Most every mummer
ornate than a Hindoo temple, more .89,473; one firm offered to do It of
lias
it new syBtem, und the Clevegaudy than
a Kusslau cathedral, for I1S4.473.
Americans and Pittsburg Nation-ul- x
more burburlc. In Its ornamentation
Parquetry flooring, 1.27Vi a foot land have
sets that are guaranteed to
i hau a mosque, and parts of it are U4 cost contractor eo cents a foot.
win
the pennnnt.
false and artificial as a temporary
Muhogany rostrums. 190,748; con
fhuw palace on an exposition mid-a- iracior puiu 2.ii(;u for them.
Hating of the tirxt nine Americans
runner Governor Pennypackc golfers
la' Scratch, Jerome (. Travers.
It is crowded with bronze and ma- aurmg Whose administration
VV.
this
J. Travis; one, H. C. Kguu, K. M.
hogany paid for by the pound and princely pile of pinchbeck was built
V. SS. Douglas;
two,
livers;
Kob.
the cubic yard. It Is a dream of defending the expenditure of twic Abbott, (ieo. V. lirnkuw, three.
Archibald
liubylonic prodigality. There ure tel- - the cost of the building alone for fur liraham, iS. P. Tiffany
. phone booths that cose 3,000 each, Uhlngs. said that he and the building
iuiiu iui u? inr iuiik jniu, int iuiiiii)- commission nan been moved only bv
Uaybe Mctlraw is trying lo work
lux air. Massive chandeliers weigh- u desire for "results commensurate Mime
the stubborn netia out of bin
mg ions were puiu mr ny ine pouou. w It ll the Importance of the common systemofbefore
schedule season
Some fixtures cost 20,000 apiece. wealth and creditable to its worthy opens. Look a the
that way, anyhow
At present the v.
ui uuftri i.nv iiiq
iaio ti.oti a. people.
n;.i :'u- m.ui.u i l.e
vaulted off
pie" are kicking theiimelv,.
ii 'Uiiil
harilthe Held at New Orleans for kicking
Jiere ale some of Hie exit avagtttil over the price id their "importance." 'to the umpire.
y.
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NEW Mexico
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INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

DEPOSITS

SAYINGS

With Amp's Mtana and UnturpaiaJd Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna. A. M. Blachwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCIIISOX. TOPEKA AND SANTA FK RT.

oH

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

omemmm and onrmeromm
President

JOSHUA S. RAYN0LD8
M. W. FLOUKNOY
FRANK IfcKSE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

u.

Vice President
'.
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

romiroitY

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository (or Atcklssa, Topcka 4 Saata Fe

IBOO.OOMI

250,000.0t
Railway Compaay

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking'

business; and witH the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept
STRICTLY

iState National BanR
P

Ho-iii-

J.

D.

ALBUQUERQUE

P

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

1

Jlyu-Tsuhi-

O.

PRIVATE

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

JAPAN

,

Eakla. President

atonal, Vice Presldenv

ollcs have 1,917 and the Protestants
59S. A striking fact, says or.
Ph. D.. a irlesl of the Selkok-wa- l
In Japan, is that the number of
temples, shrines and workers therewhile Christian
in Is decreasing,
churches and Christian workers are
Increasing.
The number of Protestant communicants in Japan was found tobap-he
4,S0". of the baptized 10.32H. of
tized Infants 162, of the catechumens
The
3.5il; In all, 60,826 Protestants. 5H.437
Roman Catholic church has
church
Greek
believers ,and the
Christians
llj. The grand totalof aof total
popu- in Japan is 14,414,
...... r...
.n
I.
Ans,uuu,uvv.
i nr mi...
latton or
to one Christian.
320
The Selkokwal forms part of the
Christian organization In Japan. The
Japanese utllclal statistics show that,
while the population doubles llseir
years, the number oi
each forty-si- x
Christians is doubled every eighteen
years. Parrlng accidents, the whole
population of Japan may be Christianized in 237 years.

The Best Line

mo-tod- a.

of Mooring, ceiling, wainscoting, partition and other lumber In hard and
soft woods, shingles, lath, etc., Isn't

'"

Bunds'

L

Mellnl, Secretary
Bichechl, Treasurer.

Successors to
MEUNI A CAKIN, and ACHECHI a GIOMI.
WMOLfALK DKALrmm IN

J'

LUMBER

GO.

KeOOeee4e
L. Bm PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 1TJ.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of StaDle Groceries In
in me soumwesi.

FARM AND
RAILROAD AVENUE.

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

CHKOeoti

W

bean appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. ft
8t Louie A. B. C. Brewertee; Yellowetone.
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other atandard brands of whiskies too numerous te mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell tbe straight article a received by us Irons the best N Uerles
Distilleries and Breweries Id the Ucl'ed Stat a. Call aod lniseet oar
Stock and Prices, or write (or Illustrated Catalogue and Trlee klat
lamed to dealera only.
Hav

Schllti, Wm. Lemp and

C

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
la Hoek f outfit tb
kpmoiltvurythlng
tattldlou bar eompltf

GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquette

Cbi.

O.

always that marked at the lowest figures. But when It comes to counting
up the cost for two or three years at
a stretch, we guarantee that you'll
agree with us that ours Is the best line
of lumber In this vicinity.
RIO

m

Consolidated Liquor Company

three-bagge-

t

I M

The Gobi Cup Scandal, involving
the alleged drugging of Lou I)illi In
the race at Memphis. In 1904, against
n
Major lielmar, Is still In the NewAdvance Bheets of the
fork courts.
(Liberal News Agency) of Tokio,
following:
Looks like it should be a good sea Japan, tell us of the
son for youngsters in the American
In 1903, according to official Inves
Association. Teams in that league tigation, there were In Japan 889
never before were so shot to pieces
iinciuuum
rotestant missionaries
this late In the year.
omen). 119 Unman Catholic mis
workers,
female
sionaries and 124
management only
St. Louis American
missionary represented the
one
has issued a season ticket, making
'i nere were ioj
grand stand price to fans who wish Greek church.
Japanese Protestants under
to attend nil of the 77 home games various names, sa clergymen m mc
about 60 cents per.
VaRoman church and 30 Greeks.
of the Protestants have
K. H. Miles announces he will not rious bodies
workers, tl Human Catn-rn,.- a
defend his title as international court 562 male
)
and the Greeks 150.
hiiva
tennis champion. This seems to in There were J5
female workers
sure the victory of Jay Gound, Jr. among the Protestants,
35 among tne
American challenger.
some among
ana
Roman Catholics
Greeks. In all, 3,038 persons in
It didn't take a prophet to foretell the
were devoting themselves to
this llanlon says he is counting on Japan
propagation of the Gospel of
the Cincinnati
Beds finishing one. the
two. three.
It may come true, at Christ.
The number of Christian churches
the other end of the race.
In Japan Is 629 Protestant, 145
Of
Catholic and 260 tjreek.
The skinned diamond at Augusta is
blamed for the numerous charley preaching stations, the Komun Cathhorses developed by the Detroit Tig
ers. Jennings says he will train on
a grass diamond next season.
-

a

0.

capital and surplus, $100,000

Efforts
Christians
'
IN

I

-

"one-minu-

(From the New Y'ork Evening Post. I English, but they are quick to underby means of a sign language
With Immigration at Hood tide, the stand has
been evolved by long pracflattery landing of the Kills Island that
tice.
ferry presents a scene that Is not to
The Servant lrobU'iii.
anywhere for varying
be matched
One of the assistants of the hum
human motions and behavior. Five
thousand persons every day In tlv. speaks a half dozen languages and
of the
week are arriving at this port aim transacts all the business
Most of them have definite
there seems no spot too remote or girls.
obscure In all Kurope to be repre- Ideas of what they wish to do and
where they wish to go, and they
sented in the throng.
a very short time at the home,
The proportion of women is notice stay
of the matron U
ably small, but for every woman ar- - One of the trials
Iving there Is usually an array o' the Insistent demands, by letter and
personal calls, of womeit In search
relatives or friends to meet her. It of
servants.
The home has an old
Is from these groups of women that
and
tried circle of friends who sup
some Idea of the transformation ply employment
for all available
America brings about may be gath girls. The demand
for servants Is
ered.
The new arrivals are general so great that no possible
source of
ly without hats: gay colored, tight
Is
supplyneglected
mid a large
fitting waists and short, full skirts
granted
It
women
for
number
of
take
f a different hue usually constitute
that a girls' Immigrant home will
their costume, set off by a bright col yield
sort of servant to be lie
ored handkerchief or shawl about the llveredsome
upon the spot.
But such
shoulders.
Those who meet them homes do
not have employment bu
may not have been in the country
comply
reuus
cannot
with such
and
more than a few months, but their requests.
One of the pleasantest fea
faahlon
clothes are "American
tures of this helpful work is the
huge, befeathered hats, short sleeved genuine
shown by the girls
waists and coats, hair done in the in who havegratitude
enjoyed the hospitality of
evitable pompadour with many glit- the home and
the friendly Interest of
tering combs, and, final touch of eleEvery mall
those In charge of it.
The brings
gance, soiled white gloves!
or post cards giving an
newcomers gaze at this array or un account letters journeys,
new places,
heard of elegance in enxlous amaze- changes ofof address or thankful
ap
ment, oblivious for the time to all preciation of
what has been done for
else; the new country, the new life, them when alone
strange
in
land.
a
all reduced to .the overwhelming
1 lingular
lU'iuilous Held.
realization that such clothes
They keep In touch for years with
day be theirs. It is only when
they are propelled toward the steps this their first home; often after
of the elevated or the subway, when they are married and settled In dis
fear of such strange means of travel tant parts of the country and there
asserts Itself, that they come back Is a large collection of photographs
from their dream of clothes to prac- of husbands and children of the girls
Once every
who have married.
tical affairs.
year there Is a party for those who
Organized Aid For Women.
live In the vicinity of New York, and
For girls who come Into the coun at the last reunion, which was held
try alone, without friends to meet a few weeks ago, the girls came from
them, there are many safeguards. towns many miles away in order to
At Kills Island there are nbout fifty renew old associations.
The present house Is so small that
missionaries In constant attendance,
of
representatives
that It limits the work to the care of
societies
One
immigrants.
about 800 girls in a year, but the
maintain homes for
missionary society which maintains
of the oldest of these is the Immi
grant Girls' home, which has been It Is hopeful that funds will be given
years
In existence for about twenty
them to purchase a building suitable
Miss
Matthews
under the direction of the Women's for their needs.
society
of
says, in speaking of the many excelthe
Missionary
Home
Mlns lent agencies at wcrk to 'help women
Methodist Episcopal church.
Matthews, the missionary of the and girls that come to the country
home, has been engaged In the work In such numbers, that in the old days
for twenty years, and is an expert In the missionaries were hardly tolerJudging the character and capacity ated, but the government was quick
of the girls and women wno coma to see the usefulness of such disinEvery day terested help, and today they have
under her observation.
finds here at Ellis Island seeking out the enthusiastic support of the offriendless girls, and caring for them ficials in charge of the Immigration
There is a constant enstation.
until their future is settled.
on the part of the unscrupuInrll Xfntr .Tiiiio Mentembel and deavor
lous persons to get hold of the girls.
October are the months when glrla The
usual dodge is for a woman to
and women arrive in the greatest pretend sho is a relative or sent by
number, and then the pleasant home a relative to meet the girl and take
facing Battery park is filled to over- - her to her friends.
The girl is
llowing.
The house accommooaiei closely questioned to find if she has
comfortably, but In friends or relatives, and often Innoonly twenty-fiv- e
there Is always
the busy months
balks the pretence by saying
room for one more, and the average cently
has not, but even where the case
100
a month. The she
arrivals are about
plausible the missionary acseems
home is nonsectarlan und me ma companies the girl,
succeeds, to an she is In safe hands.to make sure that
tron, Mrs. Michel,
IT
the
..n..u.ml .invrau 111 m fl n I fl
There Is un employment agency in
atmosphere of a real home. At the
depreponuerance
present time a
oi connection with the immigration
reg.'intiiuh
iinnlnh nnri Swedish 2lrl3 partment, but very few women proas they are better
are arriving, and they are intelligent. ister there,through
private effort and
most vided for
neatly dressed ana amouious.
care,
as
these homes offer.
such
cannot speak a word of
of them

LIKE PALACF OF BABYLON crew. They

r

IIKir.

may-som- e

Notes

Is

rallronds, or if you wish to be ln
formed upon this subject, you will
have a splendid opportunity to satisfy
your desire through the columns of
The Kvenlug Citizen during the next
Beginning tomorrow, we
few days.
will publish
chats" on
Knapp.
the subject by Chairman
government
This high
official will
discuss in turn "The Kffect of Speculation In Hallroad Securities." "The
effect on Swollen Fortunes of Government Ownership," "The Probable Kffect on Hates and Wages of Government Ownership of Hailroads," "Political Objection, Kffect on Competing
Sections of the Country," and finally,
Ownership
"How Government
Has
Worked in Other Countries."
These articles are brief anil to the
point, and we advise every one of our
rt iiders to follow this unusual series
of statements Kdltor Kvening

-
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ALBUQUERQUE

Tlhe Immigration Problem

Miss Kmma Culver, or Mrs. Frank
Chew, as she calls herself, became
the wife of the Mongolian In this city

.V

--

Will your gland
Uncle Sam
old
some day take over to own and operate the mighty web of railroads

Girl Married In Albuquerque

AIMTIf,

MONTEZUMA TRUST

IIV
MIM II. CIIVI
IIIHMN KNAPP. ItV IXTEIISTATE
tDMMI IUi: COMMISSION, ON AMEItlCAX OW NKJCSIII P
OF Hll,ltOls.

MV OM

L UNG

OI'I'.X- -

--

i'

REALLY YEE

pf. itivEit. dayThirl
from l.os Angeles for
S.
The

5.
Some of the
of the
prominent educators
nst
Male nml of other states Hre here
today in attendance upon the State
hns
Teachers' association, which inter-exJrdrawn teachers and persons
In education from all parts of
Ihe slate. The Interest felt in the
Is very lively, and the city
Among the visitors are
w crowded.
Pnpt. Soldan. of St. I.ouls, and lr.
Thompson, of Ohio. The latter, who
president of the Ohio university,
tonight. A large deal of
will ppr-abusiness has been transacted by the
convention today. Occasion of the
convention was taken to hold a reunion of the graduates and former
Undents of the State Normal school, KASTK1CX SOUTH DAKOTA
and j a consequence there are 250
TEAC'llKUS ASMH I VI'lOX
D., April 5. The
1m 3M normalities
In
S.
In attendance.
Watertown.
to
xldiUon
the teachers.
South Dakota, Kastern Section asso
elation convened yesterday and will
association
This
continue today.
WHEAT V1KI.1) WFI.Ti
is composed of the teachers of the
IT TO THE AVKK.;K counties
of Hrocklngs, Kingsbury,
Vhlcago, April 6. With the law Hedale, Moody,
Lake, Miner, Deuel,
so
I supply and demand
much Hamlin,
Codington.
and
Clark
against it, the wheat market Is doing These are the
most progressive and
remarkably well In matter of price
In school matters In the
facility.
New
low
records have
a large atiieem reached for the season, but ac- state. As usual there Is excelling
In
tendance,
counties
these
companying it is an undeniable and that feature. There
are about two
atretic; faith in the general situation. hundred teachers present.
asThis
"The faith seems to Indicate a well sociation Is divided into four
et ooncluslon that, no matter what tions, each working separate and secdismar be lacking in buoyant Influences
from the others, yet working
.abroad, the home consumption is po- tinct
members of the associatent enough to keep values some- togetherTheas first
division Is known as
where near the current level, and that tion.
city
town section. The secand
U widespread damage should be In- the
ond section,, known as graded
flated on winter wheat higher prices schools,
presided over by J. W.
re certain to ensue. In the absence Smith, ofis Huron,
the secretary
of bullish Influences abroad,
the Is Miss H. Lewis, and
the Madison
natural tendency at home Is to mag- schools. The third ofsection
the
nify stories of Injury by the green country section. The fourth is and
1g. by unseasonably warm weather, last division is known as the primary
lack of moisture and high winds.
As this Is the time of
Aii the trade concedes that eonsld-erabl- e department.
the regular spring vacation, the lodamage has been done to cal
have had plenty of time
wheat In Texas, and In parts of Okla- to teachers
prepare to receive the visitors,
homa but a very small part of It Is and
they have given them a royal
convinced that the crop as a whole welcome,
while the hospitality of
as greatly Jeopardized.
On the con
trary. allowing for the manifest win Wutertown won new laurels.
tcr killing and insect destruction, the
FOKCE CUT IN
ocmook today is for a yield up to AtiEXTS HISK
INVESTMENT HILL.
that of several years past.
Austin, Tex., April 6. Insurance
men doing business In Texas are
I .M)F.lt IUVEH FOIt
much worked up over the bill now
JinoOKLYX PEOPLE SOOV. pending In the legislature which reNew York, April 6. Hrooklynitus quires all stock Insurance corpora'fully expect to go under water and tions or mutual companies doing a
underground from the Battery to lite, fire or marine insurance busiavenue by September, ac- within this state, to invest their
fnrtfing to a statement made by ness
reserve in Texas
and TexChief Engineer Rice, of the rapid as property. The securities
author of the bill
transrit commission.
"I can safely Is Judge J. H. Hoblnson,
predict," said Mr. Rice, "that the partner of the late former law
Krooklyn subway system will be In Hogg.
drawn the bill
operation to the Borough Hall by provided Asfororiginally
the Investment of 75
some time In June. I cannot exactly per cent of this
anil It passoslgna(te the "day, but the trains ed the house In reserve,
inform.
that
will be running before the 1st of surance representatives raised The
such a
Jaly.
For the remainder of the storm of protests that the Investment
route from Borough Hall to Flatbush percentage was
and the
avenue, I can say it will be com- substitute is now decreased
In the senpleted and ready for September 1st. ate, having been pending
favorably
reported
' This
work has been delayed by the by the Insurance committee of that
k body.
change In the plans from a
There is every reason to beto a four-trac- k
subway, and lieve that
will be passed finally,
the contractors have experienced and becomeit a law in its present
some difficulty in securing the ad- shape. The provisions of the law-arditional steel which this change
not held to apply to any benevonecessitated."
Great progress. Mr. lent association
without capital stock
Hice said, was being made In fl .
doing business on the assess- and
ing the tubes under the East rlvei.
w hether doing a life
ent
plan,
or
These, he Bald, will be reudy ftir a fire Insurance business.
the installation of the tracks and the
agaai system within four weeks.
CIVIC CLUH OPF.KATES
ClltCUH AT HOUSTON. TF.X.
CANADIAN PACIFIC GETS
's
Van
Houston. Tex., April 6.
Til HOI (ill LINE TO COAST.
circus is here today and will
Ottawa. Ont., April 6. The Cana- stay two days more. It is being
dian Pacific has put through a quiet operated by the Civic club in six
arrangement In the far west which bineftt performances for the club.
'

w

(UMimM'KS

or ;r
Victoria. Tex., April
imj

SUBWAY TO

COMING!

FRANK CHEW

Har-rituan- 's

MtllV

CITIZEN.

EYEMXO

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Roofing

First and Marquette

Albaqaerqoe, New Mexico

Kill WAY, APRIL

ALBUQUERQUE
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JURY

A Clean

PLACES- -

FOR

BLAME HARRIMAN

COTTON

The following Is the meat of the
finding of the coroner's Jury in the
peolasc nf the death of twenty-thre- e
ple, who lost their Hvtm at Colton.
Cal.. in a Southern Psclllr wreck:
We, the coroners Jury, further find
that I,. 15. Alford and J. (i. fSrueso-mcyare equally guilty of criminal
negligence of their duties and are
largely to blame for the wreck that
occurred in the Southern Pacilic yards
at Colton. March L'S, 19T.
We further exonerate V. Wharam,
engineer, and W. J. Morrison, llreman,
and W. K. Davis, of the switching
ciew. in connection with the Southern
Pacific wreck that occurred In Colton,
March t. inn".
We furlher find Clarence Warming-to- n
Is guilty of ncgllcence In running
train No. !i at too great a speed inside
the yard limits at Colton, March 2S,
l'.oT.
We exonerate V. Clapp. fireman of
No. fl, of all blame in connection of
the wreck at Colton. March 2S. 1907.
We censure the Southern
Pacific
Itailrnad company for hauling passengers in old. fritll, weak constructed
cars, as said cars In wreck seem to be.
We also recommend the painting of
all danger signals and the same be
kept In a good condition for the purpose of helping the railroad employes
to see the signal.

Futrelle Furniture Company

er

'now the Krie. Later lie was employ-le- d
by the I'nitcd States government
In railroad work in Virginia during
the war.
In 1S63 Mr. Sharp came west to
help build the Kansas Par Mo rail-- 1
to
road. He went to Leavenworth
build that road to Lawrence, while
Thomas A. Shaw was building the
road from Armstrong, or old Wyan- dotte. up the Knw valley. He was
the father of C. H. Sharp, of Sharp
Construction company.
I

'

RATES

IMPORTANT

j

Government Will Protect Peo-

pleCarriers

Will Avoid

Further Complications.
WaJ)iiiKton, April u. According to
' in
formation received liy the Interstate
Commerce commission, there will be
no general increase in the rales for
transportation, as was informally announced by certain railroads a week
or so ago.
The change of front by the railroads or their policy as to the carriage of grain and lumber products
whh effected through negotiations inEvery
stituted by the commission. govein-meeffort will be made by the
to prevent an increase in rates
all along the line, as was undoubtedAn
ly contemplated by the carriers.
upUft In transportation charges at
this time, it is believed, would further
complicate the present railroad situation in as much as it would excite
public sentiment against the carriers,
sad probably stimulate sentiment in
favor of more drastic legislation.
An Innovation in the manner of
handling complaints under the amend
ea railroad rate act Is expected to rerelasult in closer and more cordial Comtions between the Interstate
merce commission, which is charged
w4Ui the duty of enforcing the law,
and the railroads of the country. The
members of the commission will in
the future spend the better part of
tartr time in Washington and devote
their attention to the large questions
affecting transportation that come up
from time to time. Hearings in the
lield will be conducted by special
agents. These officials will be directed to get Jn close touch with railroad men and railroad affairs with a
view to getting on such terms with
carriers and shippers that controversies 4hat are now made the subject of
formal complaints may be adjusted
amicably in conferences between carrier and shippers arranged for by the
special agents of the commission. The
mmission has great faith in the
"aaecial agent" plan, und It will be
given a thorough trial. If it proves
For
successful it may be enlarged.
example, it has been suggested that
representatives of the commission
should be stationed at all large railroad centers remote from Washington. Such representatives would be
given broad power and discretion in
settling disputes not involving either
law or policy. The district assigned
to such officials would comprise a
state or group of states, according to
the density of traffic. This latter plan,
however, will not be tested until the
efMcacy of the scheme to have special agents conduct hearings In cases
innUtuted under the law has been
fully tried out.
Tlliat the railroad rate law Is aimed
at shippers as well us railroads was
strikingly brought out in a case just
Mled with the Interstate Commerce
ommlsslon. Shippers of oil in North
They are
Carolina are Involved.
barged with defrauding railroads in
the matter of weights and classifications. The law makes it a misdemeanor for any shipper to make false
i presentations as to weights of commodities, or to falsely bill or classify
commodities offered for shipment in
interstate commerce. The shippers in
question were caught readhanded and
the carrier promptly made complaint
was
la the commission. A hearing was
tield. and the evidence collected
cerOsed to the attorney general with
a recommendation that criminal proceedings be instituted against the
shippers.
liner the law, shippers convicted
f false billing or false weighing may
fee lined and Imprisoned.
The indications are that the government will
bead every effort to make good in
mbi arising in North Carolina in or-athat an object lesson may be
for other shippers who are
aroae to let their inclination run away
their discretion.
at

ar

pro-vW-

SHARP DIES
. AT KANSAS I TI'V.
Httphen S. Sharp, 71 years old, a
aioaeer railroad builder, who came to
Kaainut City in 1x53, died at 9:15
'Jock Tuesday at his home, 2210
street,
Kansa.s City,
Nartk Tenth
Haw., says a dispatch dated Kansas
years.
was
He
ill two
An
OK.
of paralysis was the Immediate
auve of death.
Mr. Sharp was burn in Tioga oun-Iy- ,
Kcw York, of parents who went
to Mut state from Connecticut. When
a young man he was employed on
the New York & Lake Krie railroad,

S. S.

at-4- fc

j

POINT
SimilTTHD TO IXMM1SSHV
Chicago, April ii. Some roads ai-- i
pear to be drawing close lines in
their Interpretation of the Hepburn
A case In point has arisen In
act.
connection with the various forms of
mileage tickets in use east and west
of Pittsburg.
Holders of botli sets
of mileage have been annoyed be-- i
cause they have found it impossible
to procure a thorough sleeping car
ticket from Philadelphia to Chicago,
although they held mileage from
Philadelphia to Pittsburg and again
from Pittsburg to Chicago. General
passenger agents of some of the
roads have been advised that legally
there can be but one first-clafare
between two points, which fare must
be the one leirallv nosted and filed
with the Interstate commerce commission.
The general forms of mileage tickets, good, respectively, cast and west
of Pittsburg, are issued solely for local use In carefully designated territory, and to honor a combination of
such tickets, either In checking baggage or in the sale of through sleeping car tickets, from a point east to
a point west of Pittsburg, or vice
versa, thereby reducing the regularity established through fare, would,
It Is believed, amount to an illegal
discrimination In favor of the holder
of such mileage tickets.
The question has been submitted to the Interstate commerce commission
fur a
ruling.

food-valu-

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
is therefore a healthful,
wholesome food, rich in
nutriment and strength-givin- g
properties that build
bone and muscle.
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DROPPED ALL
HIS NICKLES
THE SLOT
Alton, III., April .V Albert C. Williams, former principal or Humboldt
school in Alton, and previously prln-c- ij
il of the North Alton schools, has
been (ominittcd to the Mrdison county poorhousc. He squandered $12,000
and lost his wife, his home, his name
and his friends, all to gratify a pas
sion ior playing Riot machines.
Williams developed the passion seven years ago when he was worth $12,-00He lost his school because he
0.
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H. F.merson, author of the "bonus"
in the shops, has been ap-

pointed assistant to the president of
the American lxcomotive Works at
Philadelphia.
Several other locomotive building companies are controlled
by this same company.
Mr. Kmer-so- n
will have charge of the same
work In the plants of the American
Locomotive Works as he has had In
the shops of the Santa Fe system.
Mr. Kmerson will retain his position
as consulting engineer to J. W.
second vice president of the
Sunta Fe.
Ken-dric-

k,

Directors of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe Hallway compuny have
declared a
dividend of
S per cent
on the common stock.
This is an Increase of half of 1 per
cent
over the rate
paid for several years.
&

semi-annu-

al

semi-annual-

The fire which destroyed the Hock
Island shops at Carrizozo is said to
have been started from a discarded
cigarette. The loss was
100,000.
The cigarette was of the brown
paper variety.
W. H. Stuart, who has been in the
service of the Santa Fe for thirty
years as a clerk, has been retired
from service with a pension.
Stuart
leaves the service at Topeka.
His
pension will be something over $20.
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We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Und ervvear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to please you.
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blood.

When they fall the blood becomes
foul and poisonous.
There can be no health where there

poisoned blood.
Hackache Is one of the first Indications of kidney trouble.
It Is the kidneys' cry for help.
Heed it.
Dunn's Kidney Tills are what is
wanted.
Are Just what overworked kidneys
need.
They strengthen and Invigorate the
kidneys; help them to do their work;
never fall to cure any case of kidney
disease.
Head the proof from an Albuquer
que citizen:
Mrs. E. Fournelle, living at 4 03 S.
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M.i says:
"I have recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills to a great many of my friends
and acquaintances, and they have
learned of a valuable medicine and,
like myself, appreciate it exceedingly.
Two years ago I took Doan's Kidney
Pills, using In all three boxes, and
was cured of pain In my back, a
trouble which 1 had for a good many
years. I was also greatly relieved of
rheumatism at the time and have
never been bothered with this complaint since. There is no question ns
io ine virtue ui ijouii s rwiuneys xinn.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. Y.,
sole agents for the I'nited States.
ltemember the name Doan's- - and
16
take no other.
Is
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PROF. ALBERT C. WILLIAMS,
I I'll I'min High to Lowest
From
Playing Sln Machine.

could not maintain discipline after
his pupils discovered that he was a
victim of the "slot machine" habit. He
had been prominent as an educator,
stood high in the esteem of tho community, and was regarded as an oracle of wisdom.
His wife divorced him and gave
him $7,000 not to contest, but he
played that away, too, in thirty
months. His former home, which he
was enjoined from going near after
the divorce, is situated In the finest
residence part of Alton.
The boarding mistress with whom
he took refuge after being excluded
from his wife's home held his
clothes and his books when he was
taken to the poor farm. He waa given
private quarters In the poor house out
of consideration for his former high
state. Williams has said that he does
not care to live longer. Some of his
pupils have started a fund to provide
him with a home until he can take
care of himself.
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KMMA KAMES. NOTH K TIIH FIXE
LINES OF TIIK FEATURES ANI
HANDSOME tOVrolK OF TIIK
FAt'E.

April 8 and 9

Illttrn by a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by
spider bite, John Washington, of
Mnsueville, Tex., would have lost his
leg, which became a mass of running
sores, had he not been persuaded to
try Pucklln's Arnica Salve. He writes:
"The first application relieved, and
four boxes healed all the fortBj"
Heals every sore. 23c at all
a

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Tho
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Spectacular
Comedy

tii-ca- l

LIVER T, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mu1
Bought and

The Elk's Tooth

S200 REWARD.

The Isle of Mystery
a

Keiehe.

Thos-F- -

DEVOES READY PAINT
000 Square Feet
iMliMbTlV HOOF PAINT
Stops Inkn, Lnsts Fire Years.

,

Is offered for the capture of Atlmo Pettine, the murderer of
datto Berardlnelll. Crime was
mltted In Albuquerque Monday. Feb-

ruary

C. A. and C. GRAND 18.
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Discovery

Wow"

Price
60c a $1.00
Fret Trial.

0NSUMPTI0N
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OLDS

Surest and ftuickest Cure for ait
and LUNO TB.OUB-LEor MONET BACK.

THROAT
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One Gallon Cover

Given By
Albuquerque Lodge No. 4CI, II.
O. E.
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Magnificent Scenery, Beautiful Costumes, Novel Electrical Effects.
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DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL,

0

ESTATjfe

LOANS.

Sl.00
ELECTION.
OF
SPECIAL
NOTRE

Automatic Phone 48H
Room 10. N. T. Armljo BnllOv

Authority of the City Council of
. SI.
City or Albuquerque,
Notice Is hereby given that an
will be held in the city or Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1S07, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m ,
of said day, ut the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second
Ward Ofllce of Chas.
Chndwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Ofllce of E. II. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Uold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
It. Craig, Justice of the peace. South
Third street.
At which said flection the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand (130,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of Bald city, who are
the owners of real or personal properly, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex-

A. E. WALKER,

Tickets

the

ico.

in witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

Attest:
HAltllY
'
(SEA L.)

FRANK McKEE.
Mayor.
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OCR WORK AND THE IS ILL
will stand comparison with the best
of 'em. The work is as near perfection us humans can attain the price
therefor as cheap as anybody should
expect. We do all kinds of sanitary
plumbing and gas fitting, and charge
you not Immoderately.
Let us estimate on your next necessity in our
line.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN.
RALPH DUNBAR.

First publication April 3, 1907.
Whooping Cough.
I
have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy in my family In cases of
whooping cough, and want to tell you
that It Is the best medicine I have
W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga.
j ever used.
This remedy Is safe and sure. For
sale by all druggists.
SA.MPLIOS
CARPET
OAIiOKE,
d
bound for rugs.
off regular price. Futrello Furniture Co.
One-thir-

W. E.

...The...
"SHORT LINE"
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springe and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M and
the

&

RIO 6RANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train iervlce, descriptive literature
addrert.
K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
S.

MAUGEB

WOOL

with Raube and Maugar
Office, 115 North First Bt.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

toti a

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

DENVER

F. I.KIC,
City Clerk.

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West
avenue.

am a pi

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ban
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Uu
and Cigars. Place your orders tm
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Fresh and Bait mtmt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonic Building, North Thlr
All Kinds of

17.

A. SLEY8TEB

INSURANCE, REAL ES7ATB
NOTART PUBLIC;
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Btorh.
Telephone No. 11.

14

Give ut your ROUGH DAY vtrk,
Monday, and get It back Weaaadav.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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BELEN 13 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
INO 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 1J0 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING TOINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY jN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
N.

M ,
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Located on Belen

The

Cut-of- f

of Santa Fe Railway

Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of

Belen Townstte

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
,0HN

8ECKER,

Pies

AIL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SAXTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE .MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
S.

Im-

WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH .MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
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PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE GITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Or

50

Come, see.

M.Fine Clothing
MAN DELL

OO.
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Alliti(iicrum Hut Dully

The kidneys cry for help.
Not an organ In the whole body so
delicately constructed.
Not one so Important to health.
The kidneys ure the inters of the

'

1
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IT'S HERE GALORE!

Washington, April
There Is one
source of all the stories which are
coming out of New York to the effect that President Itoos.'velt Is ill,
that he dickered with llarriman to
secure campaign funds, und that he
broke a promise to make Dcpew
minister to Frnnce.
And that source is K. II. ll.iriltnan,
who has declared war.
When Harrlman paid his visit to
Washington a few weeks ago, he came
bearing a whlto Hag, and offered to
make terms with Roosevelt.
The
president refused to negotiate, and
told him flatly that If there was a
law that would send him to Jail to
Jail he would go.
Then followed the conference at
the white house, at which (iovcrnor
Deneen and state's attorney Stead, of
Illinois, participated.
The purpose of
that conference was a desire on the
part of the president to know If there
was law in Illinois to punish the
man who looted the Alton road. What
Deneen ami Stead told Koocvell never has been made public. It may be
better known perhaps
when
the
wheels begin to grind.
Mr. Harrlman has secured immunity from prosecution under miy federal law by his testimony before the
Interstate Commerce commission. If
it were not for this he might have
been prosecuted under the criminal
clause, of the anti-trulaw.
Mr.
Harrlman first testified in regard to
years
ago in
the Alton deal seven
Chicago. Cn I es a state law can be
found. Harrlman will not no to J ill.
Kvldently he has received. assurance
on this point from his attorneys. Feeling free, therefore, from the danger
of unpleasant consequences and angered by the treatment receivd when
he came suing for peace, he has Inaugurated a characteristic Harrlman
campaign.
The published reports of the president's 111 health are causing, uneasiness to his friends in all parts of the
country, anil a great number of Inquiries are received daily as to the
facts In the case.
The only basis for the reports is
that he has been troubled lately with
a bad tooth and every day has been
going to a dentist's office, where he
g
undergoes the
business
which ordinary mortals have to endure and which is apt its be trying
even to Koosevelt nerves.
so
He is well enough, however,
that he goes out on his tennis court
every decent day and Is putting up a
very lively game. Postmaster (Jener-e- l
Von L. Meyer can testify to this,
as he was coupled with the French
ambassador a day or so ago In a game
against the president and Murray, of
the department of commerce and labor. In which the honors were all with
the president and Murray.
Other disagreeable
manifestations
are expected dally now from Mr.
nerve-rackin-

gem.

Are You on the Lookoif:
For Summer ComfortV

st

.
WILL UK IKH IlLK-TltMacon, Mo., April 5. J. H. Furry,
of Topeka, was here looking over the
records to the land which the Atchi- son, Topeka & Santa Fe is negotiat- lug for to be used in Its system of
double-trackin- g
between Kansas City
and Chicago.
Mr. Furry said the
road will double-trac- k
this year,
from Chicago to Marceline, Mo., ex- cept a twenty-mil- e
stretch between
Galesburg and Chilllcothe.
In Mis- sourl, contracts for the parallel grading have been let almost the entire
distance from Bucklin to Wyaconda.
and the contractors
are putting
every available man on the work.
All the bridges will be of steel or
concrete piers, and eighty-tlv- e
uoun
rails will be
for the
d
iron now in use. j
ihe new grade will be allowed to
stand until fairly settled before
are run over It. Several of the trains
sharp
curves In the Missouri line will be
straightened, and in some cases the
grade will be reduced.

H
Order a case and drink a
bottle of Pabst Blue Ribbon
with each meal. It will give
jour stomach test to do its
work, and give you strength
lor yours.

1

ss

H

Malt is the body in beer.
Pabst Eight-Da- y
Malting
Proves makes perfect beer,
because it converts every
e
particle of
in
the barley.

M

IMMUNE

Guilty Switchman Formerly Roosevelt Would Send Him
Worked in the Local
to Jail if He Could: Told
Him So.
Santa Fe Yards.

spring stock of Rugs and Carpets we are receiving daily.
Call and make your selection
and we will make the price
right.

E

PAOK

LAW

of all old stock carpet in order to make room for our New

L

CITIZEN.

FROM FEDERAL

Sweep Sale

RAILROADS

EVENING

I

evening citizen

Ai.itnjLKrvgi'E

rAGK EIGHT.

SCOTT KNIGHT

LOCAL AND
Ul Mill

EOKKCAKT.

It

Fair twDenver. Coin, April
ilight mill Saturday, except showers
in

portion Saturday;

ninth

ti.i.lKlit mill Satuiday.
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territorial grand Jm made its
tlnal report last night.
Horn. Wednesday, to Mr. and Mrs.
boy.
d
It. M. Hall, a
Tickets for "The Klk's Tooth" will
morning.
In- - placed on sale tomorrow
Horn. Wednesday, to Mr. mid Mrs.
Walter
S. IV Poller, of 2 4 South
boy.
street, a
Mrs. Clio Kackley. wife of the
(lold avenue tailor, arrived this niorn-- 1
Ing from Parsons, Kan.
A marriage
license was granted
thin morning to Daniel Martin and
both of Harelas.
Apodaca,
Cnarlta
Howard Clark, who was routined .
to his home with the grip for a
Is much better and was down
town for a while this morning.
Members of the bar are Informed
that there will be a general call of the
criminal docket for trial Saturday
morning. April fi, 107, at 10 o'clock.
V h inN. II. Andrus, Santa Fe
spector, left yesterday for an lns
tion trip over the Klo Urunrie divisTin- -

j

nine-poun-

no belter thing to make shoes satisfactory than tit.
artistic tailor may use tile same material as his artless competitor, but the results arc very different.
Onod material l necessary to make good shoes, but goodness in
this ease feeds lit to give it a chance to show Itself.
We said It before, and we keep on saying It. that our shoes
Try
excel In fit any shoes made, regardless of what (hey cost
them; they will please you.
There

A

Is

high-tone-

to 81

.12.25

Men's Shoos nml Oxford
Women's Shoos ami Oxfords. .
t'liHdM'ii's Shoo and Oxfords.

I

.

I

.

65 to
00 to

OU

5.00
2 . 50

ten-pou-

few-days-

Yesterday Scott Knight, the nuc
Honeer. advertised that he would glv-$- "i
for the apprehension and conviction of the thief that stole an miction
Hag from the Kaplan residence, where
he Is to hold an auction. This morning the lost flag was found In the Imperial laundry, wrapped In an Issue
of The Evening Citizen, with the page
of the paper cont. lining the ad on th
Inside.
The package bad been
shoved through a hole in the door of
of Hie laundry, where packages a"-- '
supposed to be put when the laundry
is closed, some time during last night.
Mr. Knight thinks that It was a clever
thief who bad tin- ingenuity to think
f this means of getting the Hag back
to hlni, and at ihe same time keep
Mr.
his Identity
Hut
unknown.
Knight Is thankful to get the red rag
back, and will li t the Identity of the
thief take care of itself, Just so tin
Hug Is not dlstuilii'd again.
Women's boudoir slippers, soft kid
uppers, light,
soles, no
heels, light silk tassel on vain I
light
laluty,
red or
comfortable:
black: price. $1 .;.". C May's Shoe
Store. It 4 West liallroad avenue.
hand-turne-

BRICHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, 25c and
1 lb. tins. 45c.

per lb.

SSc

I
I

for

Richelieu Coffees

b.

Una, 85c.

lb

.tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
bucket

b.

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
-- nothing
like It In the city. Try

M

b.

$108.

b.

Something

coffee, 20o to 40a.

Star Furniture Co.i

I(M7.

i. NIRISKN

214 West Gold Avnuo

COAL

Genuine American block, per
SA.50
ton
$6.50
Corrlllos Lump
$8.50
Anthracite Nnt
$9.00
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
$9,50
sizes
$6.00
Clean Gns Coke

d

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

.. .$2.25

ON SATUR
AFTERNOON

j

j

7s u

m

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both

mwm?M

Be a credit to the
town in which you
live. We'll show
you the clothes that
Hart,
will do it.
Marx
&
Schaffner
clothes, all wool, fit,
tailoring. Price right

$18 to $28

Phone.

Plenty of other good

25c
35c
25c
25c

suits at

$10 to $16.50

HOC

25c
CK.NT CAV
NO III.OKO MARI S 15 GAI.IjONS
I'OWKKI'I L IXH SK K1LLKK. ALL
UK AIIOYK
DKSTKOYKKS
AUK
IASII.Y Al'l'LIKD AND 1'KKFKCT- LY SAI'K. K. W. I KK. 002-00- 1
S.
I IKST STKKKT.
TWKNTY-I'IV-

DAY

&.

Whether
At Home
Or Abroad

TARRY

Keep busy until you
find the

CHICKEN LICE DK.STKOYEKS
notice.
All persons having any bills or
IIANOLK V. I'OW DKK
claims against the late Kev. J. W. T.
McNeil, will please present the same INSTANT I'OWDKK
IN I KKNATIONAL
I'OWDKK
to Ihe undersigned.
'It ATI'S' I'OWDKK
C. D GOFF.
OI'SK I'AINT
THUS. K. I. M ADDISON.
III.NO CIILOKO I.IQI Ml ..
MATINEE

,Pim.

11IK- -

K

Copyright 1907 by
Hart SchjuTner

3

Let Us Show You

Marx

Judge A. J. Crawford, the real esj; iiNTKi.!s to hk HAVE YOl'U o PHOTO TAKKNT
tate agent. Is reported seriously ill H
AT ELKS' OPKKA
with pneumonia at his home on West KEPEATED
NOW. STAMP I'lCrntKS 25 I'KNTS
IIOIM-:- .
NATCKDAY AITKK-NOOTijeras avenue.
PKK DOZEN AND I P, KODAK FIN6.
Al'KlL
A regular meeting of Adah chapter
ISHING A KPKCTAIrV. PHOTO PIL- s
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No. 5,
In response to
numerous re
at S o'clock. Hy order of the quests of the peopletheof the city, the OI K WORK IS OVIl Gl'AKANTKK.
worthy matron. Laura Fluke, secreotnan s club has decided to again STAKU STl'DIO, 210 WEST GOLD
tary.
put the Juvenile Minstrels on the A YEN IK.
Green and white are the colors the boards.
fjeronlma base ball club will adorn
This performance Is one of the
as soon us new suits con be ordered. best of Its kind ever offered to an
This was decided upon at a meeting Albuquerque audience.
Miss Sin
of the club last night.
in
clair, who has the minstrels
The reason why the "Netty, the charge, has displayed a talent for her
cangenius.
Tho
on
work which borders
News Girl" attraction date was
celed was because the first date the little tots in the cast have caught the
company booked was changed and spirit of the instructress to such a
the later date conflicted with another degree that the whole show Is one
115-11- 7
growing delight from start to finish
attraction.
At Monday evenings performance
A. 1). Campbell, who has been con
Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74
was greeted
fined to his home for several days almosta every number
applause.
of
with
storm
Kach
with tonsllltis, Is much Improved to person In that audience will be a
day and expects to resume his duties walking
for Saturday's
as clerk at the K. 1.. Washburn matinee. advertisement
No doubt the opera house
company store soon.
will be crowded on that occasion.
Troop M, Fifth United States eav
Children under 15 years of age will
airy, has been ordered from tort be admitted for 2j cents.
Adults
Hllss, Texas, to Fort Apache, Ariz. 50 cents.
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
They will go by rail to Fort Wlngate
o
whence they will march across cuuip
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try to Fort Apache.
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Kev. J. F. Iloret, of Alamogordo Of ALL KINDS AND I'HOVI.N
.1. I'. I'ALM KK'S, I'IKST
will occupy the pulpit of the First Ol ALITY.
AGENTS rOR
Haptlst church In this city at both AND MA ICQ I KI'IK.
the morning and evening services on
Morning services at 1 1
Sunday.
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
CHILDREN'S RIGHTS
evening services at 7:30.
The little folks of the Immaculate
John Deere Plows and Implements
Conception school were given a car
Kvery child In Albuquerque has a
ride yesterday afternoon as guests of
Kev. A. M. Mandalari.
Jt required right to see the Juvenile Minstrels at
Winona Wagons
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
two cars to carry them all, and the F.Iks' opera house Saturday afternoon
girls were loaded on one, while th.M"1"' I'n rents should see to It that the
cnililren are not denied tills pleasure.
boys were given another.
the show Is one that all child
are as renbile
Albuquerque theater-goer- s
grown
heartily enjoy It appeals
sured of two good performances he. up people iu the same way. to
One Is Mrs,
fore the season closes.
It Is a performance that must be
Harrison Gray Fiske, which will seen and heard to be appreciated.
No
come the latter part of May, and the description
of the bright and cutchy
other Is the Maiy Mannerlng com songs and sayings and of the graceful
pany, which is booked for April 22.
and mirth provoking dancing could
One lonely drunk was the sum total convey any adequate Idea of the real
of police court business this morning, charm of these little entertainers.
So come early and bring nil the
and being unable to furnish $10, the
size of liis tine, he was given over to children Saturday afternoon at Klks'
the supervision of Street Commls opera house. Curtain rises at 2:30
Sac: adults
sioner Martin Tlerney. The man gave Admission for children
lie.
his name of Keene.
o
The ladles selling tickets for the
COAL
WK
WANT
MINERS
charily ball to be given at Colombo KA'IX
fcKTTKKS,
CAKI'KN
liall April 19 for the benefit of the TKKtt, Hirr COOKS,
CAN' YASSKKS,
St. Joseph hospital are having great IIOISK G1KLS,
WK
1TKNISII
success.
The ball will without doubt I'lKKT-CLAN- S
C'LKKICAL
be largely attended and be a very KSPECIAI.LY I'KKK TO T1IKHKLI
KM
pleasant affair
PLOY KK.
The string of race horses belonging
SOI TIIKKN KMPLOYMKNT
to I A. Honslke, which have been
AGKNCY.
racing at Ascot park, Los Angeles,
TOO LATE to CLASSIFY.
missed through this morning on No
2. They are being shipped to New
York city, where they will be started F()U SALK A 14x16 tent house
1
cheap.
Inquire
Last Gram
In the spring races. Trainer Glbb is
avenue.
in charge of the horses.
Mrs. C. F. Myers and children re
SATEKDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
turned home last night from St. Cornstarch,
per pkg
06c
Louis, bringing with them the ashes
cans
California Grapes.... 25c
of the late Charles F. Myers, whose 2 cans of
25c
of Pie Pears
death occurred suddenly In Missouri 12V4c can
10c
of Baked Heans
two weeks ago.
When the ashes,
ten-cepkgs.
of
Wuter
Cold
which are now held In an urn at the
15c
home, will be deposited at Fairvlew BOcStarch
bottle of Extract of Lemon.. 40
cemlery has not yet been decided.
1
bottle of Pickles, 1 bottle of
Benevolent so
The
Chow Chow, and 1 bottle of
meeting on
clety held a quarterly
25
Chill Sauce, for
Wednesday afternoon and transacted
25c
cans of Clams, for
I
Tlie BO- - Cream of Wheat, per pkg
tho iiRiinl routine business.
15c
i clety Is having a
hard time providing 1 gallon of Syrup
40c
for all the needy of the city, and will $1.00 bottle of Horllck's Malted
mouth rirmt
tia,dot.tie.doa.ii7.North
Nev,
gladly accept any help that may be
80c
Milk
tendered them. A number of very 12 He pkg of Oat Flakes
11c
sad cases have come to the attention 6 cans of Deviled Ham
25c
of the society lately.
3 nkgs. of Soda Crackers
25e
THE MAZE.
The St. Vincent Literary club held
WM. K1KKK, Propr
reception yesterday
lu
lucent s academy
afternoon at St.
AND
FKES1I
HE'ITEK
cozy
by
was
represented
a
Kach class
corner and the class colors were In MKATS All E NOT 1X HE 1 1XICNDPALDancing was the IN THE CITY THAN AT J.
effect everywhere.
principle amusement, after which tha M Klt'S I'IKST AND MAKOIKTTK.
members marched Into the dining
If Y" AND GKAIV THAT IS
hall, which was decorated with green
I.KAN. AT J. I PAL.MKKX, I'IKST
and white, while California ferns and AND
MUtQUETTE.
white carnations were in evidence
everywhere. After the banquet the
I'll., T.'l.liAft Aiil Kocletv itt tlA TVcmc
members repaired to the
pwrt Mi i b
church will give a measur- room, and after several dances, de- - ingterian
social In the church parlors Frl
parted for their respective homes.
day evening, April 6. Program and
refreshments free. JJrlng a nickel for
CANNOT refrnln from again saying something about Home Inevery foot of your height and a penny
Every time that the proposition presents itself of tha
surance.
for the extra Inches. Tall people in
demand.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona tor life insurance to eastern, cities, tha conTICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
viction cornea home with Increased force that a home company ought to
AND EXCHANGED
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
Aitoelatloo Offlot
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormoua surplus of
Trantmetliat
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
Cuaraatato
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
ROSENFIEIO'S, 118 W. R. R, Am.
and every dollar ot It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that borne Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistic show that during the past year
Have you any musical in
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busittrument that needs repairs?
It can If
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
year
will carefully
coming
policy
out
a
every
the
who
takes
Individual
IJrijg it or ship it to
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts bis name to the application of any Insurance company.
& Lindemann
Learnud
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
received
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territjuslc
dealers In the south- Largest
tories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
est w ho hive engaged the services of
and women to sell It policies.
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The Railroad Avenue Clothier
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Household Goods I

I

ion.

C. N.

When You Want to Buy,
Sell, RenJ or Exchange

60T

HIS FLAG BACK

PERSONAL

1UIDAV,

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWFLERS

I

Hardware

Rletrchaimits

1

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE AJtCU FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

ST.

g

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W R.R.Ave.

321-32-

3

CO.

Tinners

9

o
o

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

S"'

Line of

-M--

tt

uzrr.

Savin

Refrig-

erators

V

is the
most

radgraJ
J

complete
in the city

6j

Cream
. Freezers

;

1

Water
Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived

o
0
o

Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by ihe Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- Less for Repairs - - -

nt

FULLY WARRANTED

--

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,

Wholesale Distributors

Write
mtrt
rirtmtr0t

r Prices
'Albuquerque,

Mexico

semi-annu-

Eiiin
UiOiOB(3

your

trJ

jeaeirj
W.c.
soil lua'si".

Cat

THE

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD
-

aot'f Oti

(litlll

AVE
A

tuft.
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Home Insurance the Best
WK

STETSON IR.R.

SPECIAL i
finest production of the best Hat
Makers of this country is the Stetson
We
Special Derby for 1907.
it by express so it's late right up to the
minute. All the newest novelties in
soft hats are on display.

The

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

HK Spencer

expert repdrman. formerly or the
STROBRIl FACTORY. Chicago, III.
Tuning

Ml!

KeflnlshliiB

200 kv.
Al

Ill

OT

GOLD

ElifCE,

a specialty.

AVE.

NEW WMKXICO

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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